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But the Lord will lead me and He knows what is best for me, and
He will not let go the work of His hands. Thus we all travel to
eternity and we have to hear His voice and leave things to Him,
whichever way He will take us.
Aris Jan Eelman, 8 July 1866

Preface
In the spring of 1866 the SS England out of Liverpool
left with over 1200 mostly Irish, German and Dutch passengers. By the time the ship reached New York, several hundred
of those on board had died from cholera. Most of the deaths
occurred while the ship was held up in Halifax, Nova Scotia.
Upon arrival in New York, one of the passengers named Henry
Wenner wrote “The largest number [of victims] were Irish and
Hollanders; there were not so many Luxembourgers.” Yet, if
you were to read the writings of those who have studied Dutch
immigration to America, you will not find this voyage mentioned anywhere. Nor will you find the Dutch passengers on
collections of Dutch immigrants on U.S. passenger lists. How
did the most tragic crossing of the Atlantic by Dutch immigrants get overlooked? The reason for this is that while the
voyage itself was well known, the Dutch on board were listed
as “aliens” and in the newspapers as “Germans”, so their part in
the tragedy has been overlooked.
Dr. Herbert Brinks unwittingly alluded to the voyage in
an article written in 1984 for the publication Origins published
by the Archives at Calvin College in Grand Rapids, Michigan. In
the article entitled “Crossing the Atlantic”, he refers to an unknown voyage on which 400 people died of cholera as reported
by a passenger named Gerrit DeGroot. Gerrit was on the England. He was one of over 110 Dutch passengers on board.
Another reference, albeit a very confused one, can be
found in the book, The History of Pella 1847-1987. The story
is briefly told, using tales passed down through the Lucas family, but among the many mistakes in the story is that the ship’s
name is confused with the country of the same name.
Some descendants of individuals on the ship were able
to connect their immigrant ancestors with the tragedy. Details of passage from the perspective of the Dutch became
much more clear in 2004 with the translation of letters writ-

ten by my great-great-grandfather, Aris Jan Eelman, to his
wife Tettje in the Netherlands. Aris also reported in great detail to his Michigan host, Albert Siersema, after he arrived.
More recently letters written by Albert quoting Aris extensively have been discovered. It is primarily through the eyes
of Aris that we learn of the Dutch involvement.
Aris, who was later treasurer of his church, his township
and the Crisp Creamery, seemed to like numbers. His report on
the trip west from New York is full of numerical details relating to prices and times. Upon arrival, he also provided reports
regarding the number of people who lived and died which form
a basis for this story. It was not all statistics to him though.
He wrote passionately about his experiences: “In the midst of
it all is the wonder that the Lord spared and kept me, and I am
thrown overboard like Jonah as a messenger to make it known.”
One hundred and fifty years later, the letters Aris wrote are
being used as a messenger “to make it known”. In doing so, we
will attempt to verify the accuracy of what Aris initially reported as best we can.
The focus of this book is the Dutch on board, starting
with their trip from the villages in the Netherlands to their arrival in the American Midwest. It is not an attempt to detail
everything that happened during the voyage.
Before continuing I would like to thank the following people— Janny Haan, Thea VanHalsema, Janet Sheeres, Calvin
Bandstra, Lydia Lucas, Brent Donkersgoed and Mark DeJong
for all their support and help.
Loren Lemmen

The Immigrants
There I even had trouble to stay an honest man.
Aris Jan Eelman, 8 July 1866

of the Dutch on board were families from the border
M ost
area along the Dutch provinces of Zuid (South) Holland and

Gelderland. Nearly all of them came from farms and small villages that were almost exclusively Reformed in religion. Their
destination was primarily Pella, Iowa. Pella was a Dutch settlement named for the Greek city of refuge for Christians in the
first century. There were eighteen families of four or more
plus several couples without children. Two of them were newlyweds and there was one engaged couple aboard. Three women
were pregnant expecting a child within weeks of arrival. There
were seven infants listed as one year old on the passenger list.
There were about eight adults not traveling with families, as
well as several adults traveling with relatives. A few families
were related by marriage - the VanRyswicks and the Oliviers,
the VanLobberechts and the Kaldenbergs. Many had relatives
who had immigrated earlier and were expecting them. The Civil
War had caused a backlog of people wanting to emigrate. The
year 1865 had seen an increase, but it was the spring of 1866
that the real surge began.
Most of the immigrants were “arbeiders” or workers.
Piet Kistemaker in his book on the history of Andijk in Noord
Holland explains it this way: “As a day laborer, a man would
earn perhaps 1 Guilder per day! In 1866 the boys could be expected to have earned half the wage of the adults. Not enough
to live on, too much to die on. Therefore, the decision was made
to go to America for a better life.” Passenger Pieter Lucas was
somewhat better off as a shoemaker. He could make 1.5 guilders per day working from 6 A.M. to 7 P.M. Most of that would
go for food for the family.
[Text continues on page 12.]
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Pieter De Jong Sr. and his family farmed near the village of Arkel in the
province of Zuid-Holland (South Holland). Arkel is located in the southeast portion of the Alblasserwaard region of the province, near the northern tip of the province of North Brabant, and the southwestern tip of Gelderland. The DeJong family home was in an area referred to as “drie
brugge” or “drie heulen" which means "three bridges”. This area
is approximately one half mile northeast of the village of Arkel. At that
time, the three bridges marked the convergence of three separate canals.
In 1865, Pieter, Sr. still had three daughters and five sons at home.
Sons, Gysbert, Elbert, Neldus, and Dirk were in their 20’s, but unmarried
as was Pieter who was a teenager. Sons Jan and Martinus, who were
married and no longer living at home, were also engaged in farming. For
the sons of Pieter De Jong Sr to continue farming, they had to leave the
country. Pella, Iowa, was the primary destination for grain and livestock
farmers from Zuid-Holland.
Mark DeJong
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Aris Jan Eelman was also a farmer. He grew up on a large farm
[pictured above] near DenBurg on the island of Texel in Noord Holland
(North Holland). Note the distinctive architecture typical of the area. At
the time of his departure he was renting the farm below from his father.
He was married and had three children whom he left behind while he
traveled with his cousin, Klaas Vlaming. They were going to Michigan
to an area called North Holland after their homeland. Aris was unlike
most of the immigrants, besides being a farmer from North Holland, he
was classified as well-to-do and in addition was a Mennonite
(Doopgezinde).
Photographs from the estate of Aris’ granddaughter, Venna Lemmen.
They were taken by Venna’s cousin Tessie Luidens Bouma in 1921.
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Others were farmers, but they too had reasons. Aris
Jan Eelman, perhaps the most well-to-do of the Dutch immigrants, later wrote back to the Netherlands: “Here I can be
an independent farmer and that I could not be in Texel.” Others such as Pieter DeJong, felt there was a better future for
their numerous children in America.
They were about to embark upon a journey fraught with
dangers. Some were already quite familiar with tragedy. Both
Frans Diepenhorst and Klaas Vlaming had lost their wives and
only child just two years earlier. In a time when mortality
rates of children were high, most of the families had already
lost one or more children. However, none had experienced anything resembling what they were about to encounter on their
voyage to the New World.

Below: Map showing Rotterdam (single arrow) in the Netherlands and
the trip to Hull (double arrow) the travelers first stop.
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Traveling to Hull and Liverpool
…..we will board the large ocean steamer either this afternoon or tomorrow. It is six times larger than the boat on which we
crossed the Channel.
Teunis VandenHoek, 24 April 1866

A

lmost all of the Dutch travelers lived a fairly short distance from Rotterdam and you might expect that they
would emigrate from that port. Several hundred Dutchmen
did leave on sail boats from Rotterdam in 1866 but the majority traveled from Rotterdam to Liverpool, England, where larger steamships were available. This was not unusual, emigrants
from all over Western Europe traveled to Rotterdam or Antwerp and from there to Liverpool via Hull. Northern Europeans went directly to Hull and, like the others, took a train to
Liverpool.

To get to Rotterdam, they traveled by either train or
canal. Aris Eelman and Klaas Vlaming left their homes on the
Dutch island of Texel on March 19. They bought tickets from
the well-known agent Wambersie & Son. Those who lived closer to Rotterdam left between March 20 and March 23, with
most leaving on the latter date. They stayed in Rotterdam until March 26 when they left, going to nearby Hellevoetsluis for
a trip on the English steamship Seagull. There were about 100
in this group plus another 76 Germans. Altogether there were
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about 120 Dutch individuals leaving at this time. They had
paid $30 per person for tickets in steerage, the “cheap
seats” as they might be called today.
From Hellevoetsluis they proceeded to Hull, England
and then by train to Liverpool with special arrangements with
the East Lancaster Railway. Fortunately for us, we have a
firsthand description of this trip by someone who was traveling at nearly the same time and from the same place. Teunis
VandenHoek and his family left Rotterdam on April 21, 1866.
He reported:
We left Rotterdam at 3:00 P.M. and we passed through the
Hellevoet locks at 7:00. The weather was exceptionally favorable
and we had ample room from Rotterdam to Hull because I was
called onto the ship first, and we could get the best places. There
were several Zeelanders on board and they could sing psalms very
well. We sang with them and we slept very little that night. At
12:00 I went up on deck and it was a beautiful sight on the calm
water. Here and there we could see lighthouses and castles from
the sea.
On Sunday we spent a few hours in the first-class cabin
with Rev. H.R. Koopman and we discussed various religious and ecclesiastical matters. We enjoyed talking together about the Lord’s
ways and dealings. Rev. Koopman is interested in all our affairs and
he associates with us in a very friendly manner.
At 6:30 A.M. we landed at Hull, but we waited until 10:A.M.
for the high tide to take us ashore. At our lodging we were served
rice soup, and though some people did not like it, we did. The regular beds were all occupied and while we were looking all over for a
place, someone took us to a separate room. It was a bedroom with
fine bedding, a porcelain wash basin and everything besides. We
slept well.
At 9:30 A.M. on Monday morning we took the train. Before
leaving we were served bread, butter and coffee. What we have
seen in England from the train is indescribable. We saw hundreds
of palaces of hewn stone. They were plowing with steam engineswithout horses. We rode between huge mounds of clay and limestone and beside huge quarries. We traveled between sky-high
mountains, some with beautiful churches, castles, estates and
other buildings. Sometimes four or five trains passed us in suc14

cession. Sometimes we passed through tunnels and on two occasions
another train passed us overhead. We passed through one tunnel
which was as long as the distance from Goudriaan to Gorinchem and
it was pitch dark as sunset, even at mid-day.
We reached Liverpool at 4:00 P.M. and we were taken to a hotel where the table was already set. They served us a bowl of soup
and after that, potatoes, a good piece of meat and a thick slice of
white bread. At 8 P.M. we again had two slices of white bread with
butter and coffee. We went to bed at 9:00 and had a good night’s
sleep. The innkeeper here was better than the innkeeper at Hull.
It is now Tuesday A.M. and we will board the large ocean
steamer either this afternoon or tomorrow. It is six times larger
than the boat on which we crossed the Channel.

Teunis was fortunate. He was not even aware of what
had happened on the England or the outbreak of cholera in Rotterdam which became known the week he left. His voyage
across the ocean was also without event.
On the other hand, there seem to have been problems
right from the start with the group traveling on the England.
Some who left from the Netherlands never even boarded. The
entire family of Hendrik Panis returned to their home town of
Strijen. All the passengers had to pass a health inspection before boarding. It is likely there was some illness in the family
and they were not allowed to board. A few weeks later, the
youngest of the Panis children died at their home in the Netherlands.
It took hours for the several hundred immigrants to
board the England. The ship was built by Palmer Bros. & Co. in
1865 for the National Steam Navigation Company. Her dimensions were length 375.5 feet x 42.4 feet. She had three masts
fitted for sail in case her single screw broke. She had accommodations for 80 first class and 800 third class passengers.
She had recently completed her maiden voyage and was ready
to take more immigrants to New York. A later advertisement
described the steerage or third-class section where the Dutch
stayed:
The steerage is large, light and airy, and warmed by
steam in winter. Married couples and families are
15

berthed together; single persons placed in separate
rooms. Meals are served regularly three times a day by
the Ship's Stewards, and consist of an unlimited quantity of good and wholesome provisions, put on board under the inspection of the Company's Purveyor. Plenty
of fresh drinking water.
In reality, the food on board was not remembered fondly. Aris Eelman wrote of it later: “I have found the Texelse
cooking again; I soon had enough of the food on that ship. We
still eat green beans and sauerkraut which I like, as you know.”
Willem VanDonkersgoed, a passenger from the Dutch province
of Gelderland, complained to the ship’s personnel about the
food. The English, on the other hand thought the sauerkraut
brought on board by the German and Dutch passengers was
“an abominable mess sufficient to disorder an Englishman’s
stomach”, as well as a possible source of the cholera.
Besides the food, the ship was carrying 50% more passengers than it was designed for. Nearly 1200 passengers
were crowded into the steerage. Like every group on board,
the Dutch were separated into three groups with the married
couples and children in the center between the single men and
women.
_______________
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The Passenger List
I have been unable to procure accurate passenger lists. I asked
the captain of the England to draw up lists; but he was unable to
comply with my request.
Dr. John Swinburne, 24 April 1866
New York Health Officer

he captain of the ship was required to furnish a passenT
ger list upon arrival at New York. The list for this voyage
was drawn up prior to the cholera outbreak and is extremely

difficult to decipher. The handwriting, when legible, contains
many errors. One major omission is the nationality, all continental Europeans are listed as aliens. Here is a recreated and
corrected list of the Netherlanders on board. Married women are listed in the Dutch fashion, using their maiden names.
Name

Pieter Esseboom
Lena DenBroeder
Andries Esseboom
Arij VanDriel
Lyntije Boer
Gerrit VanDriel
Arie Vandriel
B
DeBoer
Maarten VanBruggen
Jannetje Dekker
Adrianna VanBruggen
Jannigje VanBruggen
Pieter Lucas
Cori Weijerse
Jan
Lucas
Cornelia Lucas
Aagje Lucas
Hermannus Lucas
Neeltje Lucas
Pieter Lucas
Pieter Dorst
Neeltje Slooter
Cornelia Dorst
Iefje Dorst

Age

Village

52
45
17
49
54
15
12
29
32
26
6
1
36
37
13
11
7
6
5
1
42
42
18
11

Strijen
Strijen
Strijen
Strijen
Strijen
Strijen
Strijen
Unknown
Strijen
Strijen
Strijen
Strijen
Strijen
Strijen
Strijen
Strijen
Strijen
Strijen
Strijen
Strijen
Strijen
Strijen
Strijen
Strijen
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Destination
Unknown
Unknown
Unknown
Illinois
Illinois
Illinois
Illinois
Unknown
Iowa
Iowa
Iowa
Iowa
Iowa
Iowa
Iowa
Iowa
Iowa
Iowa
Iowa
Iowa
Illinois
Illinois
Illinois
Illinois

Jannigje Dorst
Jan
Panis
Pieter DeJong
Gisbertje VanHouwelingen
Elbert DeJong
Neldus DeJong
Pieter DeJong
Egje DeJong
Maria DeJong
Dirk DeJong
Cornelia VanRooden
Arie DeJong
Antonie VanRooden
Gisbertje DeJong
Derk TerLouw
Janna TerLouw
Bart Pelicaan
Pieter Olivier
Johanna Duhen
Johannes Olivier
Matthijs Olivier
Phillipus Olivier
Willem Olivier
Anna M. C. Olivier
Hendrikus Kaldenberg
Jan
Kaldenberg
Matthijs Kaldenberg
Jannigje VanArkel
Hendrikus Kaldenberg
Willem? Kaldenberg
Pieter M. VanLobbrecht
Hendrika Kaldenberg
Jan H.A. VanLobbrecht
Hendrikus VanLobbrecht
Gerrit J. VanLobbrecht
Adriannus DenBesten
Josine Vanbeest
Jacob DenBesten
Jan
DenBesten
Cornelius DenBesten
Huibertus VanZanten
Wilhelmina Schreuders

4
33
58
56
28
21
15
17
17
24
25
1
21
14
51
20
26
61
61
29
22
31
30
25
65
16
30
45
5
21
39
35
9
4
1
46
46
29
13
13
24
24

Strijen
Strijen
Arkel
Arkel
Arkel
Arkel
Arkel
Arkel
Arkel
Arkel
Arkel
Arkel
Kedichem
Arkel
Meerkerk
Meerkerk
Nieuwland
Heukelum
Heukelum
Heukelum
Heukelum
Heukelum
Heukelum
Heukelum
Heukelum
Heukelum
Heukelum
Heukelum
Heukelum
Heukelum
Heukelum
Heukelum
Heukelum
Heukelum
Heukelum
Heukelum
Kedichem
Kedichem
Kedichem
Kedichem
Kedichem
Kedichem
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Illinois
Iowa
Iowa
Iowa
Iowa
Iowa
Iowa
Iowa
Iowa
Iowa
Iowa
Iowa
Iowa
Iowa
Iowa
Iowa
Iowa
Iowa
Iowa
Iowa
Iowa
Iowa
Iowa
Iowa
Iowa
Iowa
Iowa
Iowa
Iowa
Iowa
Iowa
Iowa
Iowa
Iowa
Iowa
Iowa
Iowa
Iowa
Iowa
Iowa
Iowa
Iowa

Dirkje VanZanten
Adriana VanZanten
Jan Schouwenburg
Anna Wilhelmina Kock
Frans Diepenhorst
Jan
Hoekwater
Maria DeBruijn
Jan Willem Hoekwater
Hendrik VanDommelen
Jacoba Korbijn
Geertrui VanDommelen
Izaak VanDommelen
Maria VanDommelen
Bastiaan VanDommelen
Matthais VanDommelen
Huibertje Korbijn
Geurt VandeKrol
Willemje VanMiddendorp
Jan VandeKrol
Hendrik VandeKrol
Nennetje VandeKrol
Willemje VandeKrol
Hendrikus VandeKrol
Willem VandeKrol
Willem VanDonkersgoed
Berendje VandenBrink
Steven VanDonkersgoed
Elbert VanDonkersgoed
Gerritje VanDonkersgoed
Heintje VanDonkersgoed
Derkje VanDonkersgoed
Gerrit DeGroot
Marrigje Zwijnenburg
Cornelis Spaan
Geertrui VandeGraan
Hendrika Spaan
Herman Spaan
Maria Spaan
Teunis Bezemer
Fredrik Bel
Gijsbert DeZeeuw

2
1
38
40
32
62
55
23
36
33
12
11
8
7
4
22
37
38
14
12
8
6
3
1
51
31
17
15
7
4
1
26
23
35
44
13
9
3
37
24
31

Kedichem
Kedichem
Heukelum
Heukelum
Ameide
Nieuwkerk
Nieuwkerk
Nieuwkerk
Strijen
Strijen
Strijen
Strijen
Strijen
Strijen
Strijen
Strijen
Barneveld
Barneveld
Barneveld
Barneveld
Barneveld
Barneveld
Barneveld
Barneveld
Putten
Putten
Putten
Putten
Putten
Putten
Putten
Lexmond
Noordeloos
Vuuren
Vuuren
Vuuren
Vuuren
Vuuren
Strijen
Kedichem
Heulelum
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Iowa
Iowa
Iowa
Iowa
Michigan
Michigan
Michigan
Michigan
Michigan
Michigan
Michigan
Michigan
Michigan
Michigan
Michigan
Michigan
Iowa
Iowa
Iowa
Iowa
Iowa
Iowa
Iowa
Iowa
Wisconsin
Wisconsin
Wisconsin
Wisconsin
Wisconsin
Wisconsin
Wisconsin
Illinois
Illinois
Iowa
Iowa
Iowa
Iowa
Iowa
Unknown
Illinois
Iowa

The passenger list does not reflect
the loss of several hundred passengers.
There are also a few mysterious issues
with the available records. Several Dutch
individuals known to be on the ship are
missing from the passenger list. This includes Aris Jan Eelman, Evart Oosterhuis
and Klaas Vlaming, It is believed the VanRyswick family was on the ship, but they
are missing from the list. Also, Teuntje
Helmich, the wife of passenger Hendrikus
Kaldenberg [pictured at right], and Goosen
DeZeeuw, brother of passenger Gijsbert DeZeeuw, are not
shown on the list as Dutch records indicate they should be.
There is no record of them again, either in the Netherlands
or in America. Probably they, like the Panis family, were forbidden to board, but what then became of them?
______________

[Following page: SS England with sails in use. The SS England, courtesy of the Peabody Museum in Boston, Massachusetts.]
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Crossing the Ocean
….after an anxious trip, like one seldom hears of.
Albert Siersema, 24 May 1866

T

he ship left Liverpool on Wednesday, March 28, headed
first for Queenstown to pick up Irish passengers before
heading on to New York. One can only imagine the amazement
of the passengers already aboard when they found out an additional 700 people were going to be squeezed in. Probably they
consoled themselves with the thought that it would be a short
voyage on this new modern steamship. They left Queenstown
the following evening. At the time she left, there had been no
reported cases of cholera in Great Britain or the Netherlands.
Already the next day, which was Good Friday, the ship
encountered a fierce storm which lasted throughout the weekend. All steerage passengers were confined below deck which
was now covered, letting in little or no light.
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The fourth morning out from land, an eight-year-old
“German” boy was found dead in his berth by the side of his
mother. But was he really German? Nearly one half of the
eight year olds classified as “aliens” and routinely referred
to as Germans were actually Dutch. It may be that one of
them was that unfortunate child. The Reverend Ambrose
Martin, a first class passenger, with the help of another
man took the child to the top deck where he performed a
ceremony after which the child was buried at sea.
That evening a 35-year-old Irishman died after a few
hours of leg and stomach cramps. This became the pattern –
healthy people suddenly became ill and died, often within a
few hours. The dread disease of cholera had broken out.
No one knew who would be infected next. The large modern
steamship thought to make the trip quicker and safer was
now their worst enemy. Deaths increased dramatically in the
steerage area. Gerrit DeGroot stated forty-five died in one
day. Aris Eelman wrote from Michigan to his wife Tettje, “I
was there when 50 people died in 24 hours and were thrown
overboard like cats or dogs.” This was likely the fourth or
fifth day after the death of the eight-year-old.
One cabin passenger described the sick. “The illness
was so violent in many cases that the unfortunate creatures
scarcely had strength to tell passersby the state they were
in.” Vomiting and dysentery made the steerage area especially contagious, and sometimes dead bodies lay in their
berths because no one would touch them. Deaths occurred
too fast to keep track of who they were before the bodies
were wrapped in cloth and slid from portholes into the
ocean.
The deaths were not confined to the family section.
Evart Oosterhuis, a single Dutchman, became seriously ill.
Knowing his fate he gave Aris Eelman his watch and a 10 dollar gold coin, asking him to send them to his father in Groningen. Later Aris wrote his own father, asking him to send
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money worth the value of these items, to the man’s father.
Sometime during the voyage, Aris also was sick with cholera.
After his arrival in Michigan, he wrote back home:
My dear wife, when I lay down with cholera, then I thought
too, it comforted me that we had such a good life together, that we
could always understand each other and I always prayed to the Lord
with thankfulness that he would open up a way and now we can write
each other and think about each other and we cannot thank the Lord
enough that he made me better.

Pieter Lucas and his wife Cori came with their five children. Pieter, however, died on the ship while on deck and was
quickly buried at sea. This tragedy was more than the death of
the head of the family. For security reasons, before leaving
the Netherlands, his wife made a vest with secret pockets
where he carried all their identification papers and all their
money. When he died, she was below deck caring for a sick
child. In their great haste to rid the ship of this diseased
body, they buried him at sea without consulting her. Thus, all
their papers and money were gone along with the body. Meanwhile, the young child, Pieter, age one, died below deck in
steerage. This likely occurred on the day 45-50 people died.
The ship was still several days away from its destination
of New York City. Difficult decisions would have to be made
and made quickly.
_____________
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Quarantine in Halifax
Everyone’s heart has to break, at least if one has got any human
feelings, hearing of the misery that happened to them on the ship
and on the island where they mostly were treated like animals.
Albert Siersema, 24 May 1866

y this time the disease had spread to the crew and so CapB
tain Grace, in charge of the ship, wisely decided to put in
at Halifax, Nova Scotia for medical assistance. On the quiet

night of April 8 the ship reached port with about 150 sick passengers and deaths occurring hourly. Reverend Ambrose Martin remembered: “During the night of our arrival there was not
a breath of air. Only the frequent blows of hammers used in
making coffins broke the silence.” In the morning a yellow distress flag went up, bringing volunteers from the mainland to
help. Local newspapers called it “the pest ship." The ship pulling four boats full of coffins was guided to a quarantine location at McNab’s Island in Halifax harbor by a harbor pilot who
himself later died of cholera. The dead were removed for
burial to a remote, difficult-to-access area of the island.
When Dr. John Slayter, the port health officer went on
board, he was appalled at what he saw. Dead bodies, sick people and incredibly filthy accommodations in steerage. The
process of separating the sick from the well began. The sick
were put on a surplus navy ship named Pyramus. On the morning
of April 10, Dr. Slayter reported, “There are now from 150 to
200 cases. In fact, fresh cases appear every hour. I have had
about 400 removed to the Pyramus.” Later the same day he
sent a second letter writing: “I want to send more on shore
from the Pyramus. I have sent for tents. I have good reason
for encamping them where they are, but my hands are too sore
at present to work much, and I want to send off letters at
once for the mortality on board is very bad. I think upwards of
40 died within 12 hours. There are about 100 on the boat at
present. I would keep this quiet.”
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The hulk Pyramus, pictured above was anchored near the
England in McNab’s Cove and used as a hospital ship. In
addition to caring for the sick, the doctors delivered three
babies during the quarantine.

Those who were still well on April 10-11 were placed in
quarantine on Meagher’s Beach of McNab’s Island. Young Steven VanDonkersgoed, aged 17, who had been ill with cholera
attempted to disembark with his family, but fainted while
walking the gangplank. He was then forced to remain on board.
His parents protested; but were told they could come back
the following day and perhaps he could get off the ship then.
The next day when they returned the ship had left. The family never heard from him again. On the island there was chaos.
The few inhabitants fled for their lives. Rumors were that
some of the immigrant passengers did the same. The Irish
and the various Germanic passengers did not get along. After
a while they were separated into a German Town and an Irish
Town a quarter mile away.
The passengers had had little to eat for days. Some
passengers became ill, so two tents were designated for the
sick. If they died, their bodies were hauled away to be buried
[Text continued on page 30.]
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Above: McNab’s Island from the south side. The Dutch called it “Halifax
Island.” Aris Eelman referred to Halifax as “Alitases” in his letters.
The bottom arrow points to the Thrumcap where the first of those
who died were buried; although it may have been the small island to the
west of the same name. Dr. Slayter made several trips there and noted
that on at 4 in the morning on April 12 “I got a crew of English miners who
consented to go down and dig graves and then send for bodies.” He also
wrote, “With regard to the burial of the dead on account of the scarcity of
coffins and great obstacles I have to contend with in having graves dug of
a proper distance, some few were thrown overboard, heavily weighted.”
When local newspapers reported that bodies were being thrown overboard, Slayter responded “The only time we threw bodies over was when
we were crowded and busy landing passengers and the cause of their
floating was the poorly put together coffins furnished by the Cunard and
Co. Those buried without coffins and the coffins from the poorhouse-I will
stake my reputation will not appear until the last trumpet is blown.”
The top arrow is in McNab’s Cove pointing towards Meagher’s
Beach where the passengers were placed. On the north shore of
McNab’s Cove is Hugonin Point. This was also used as a mass burial
site, due to the difficulties in using the Thrumcap. The city had
“volunteers” from the prison help. They were given a barrel of rum a day
for their efforts.
__________________________
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Above: The view from Meagher’s Beach where the passengers were
camped out. Similar weather conditions to this existed while they were in
quarantine. The England and the hospital ship Pyramus were anchored
near the lighthouse.
There was a great fear of passengers escaping to the mainland
and possibility of the disease then spreading. Dr. Slayter suggested already on April 12, “I would recommend that a cordon of volunteers be
drawn around the woods occupied by the passengers.” Special constables were sworn in. Dr. Slayter soon requested that “a guard be placed
around the shore from Captain Hugonin’s Wharf to the Battery, called
Ive’s Battery to prevent the escape of the immigrants.” Ive’s Battery was
less than half a mile north of the immigrants’ camp.
Some unknown number did escape, but most were cooperative.
A certain Captain Dunning who was in charge of a force of sentries wrote:
“I do not see any cause to apprehend resistance or violence from any of
the men encamped on the island, who have at present been most ready
to obey the orders of my sentries who have been as civil as possible in
consistence with their duty, but on no account to let any strange person
within fifty yards of him.”
_______________________
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Above: The island cabin used by the Sisters of Charity, a Catholic organization whose volunteers took care of some of the orphans. When the request for volunteers came, every Sister offered to go and help. A number
of Irish orphans remained and were adopted by local families. Dr. Slayter
praised the local priests who helped, saying they would carry a dead body
as easily as “eating breakfast.”
Right: Cholera art from 1866 by an unknown artist believed to be Dutch.
Cholera was often referred to as “King Cholera”. Aris Eelman alluded to
this when he expressed the following wish to his wife Tettje: “that when
death one day nears our bedside, it will not be for us a King of Terror, but
may be a Messenger of Peace.” Wikipedia defines cholera as “an infection of the small intestine by some strains of the bacterium Vibrio cholerae. Symptoms may range from none, to mild, to severe. Diarrhea can
be so severe that it leads within hours to severe dehydration and electrolyte imbalance. Symptoms start two hours to five days after exposure.”
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in a mass grave on another part of the island. The number of
deaths on the island itself diminished quickly, however.
Tents and straw were provided, for the weather was
terrible. The first night it was freezing, the second it
rained and third it snowed. Klaas Vlaming and Aris Eelman
shared a piece of canvas for shelter. Some passengers had
no protection. Those who had tent shelter sometimes kept
others out. Dr. John Slayter, who came to help on the island, wrote on April 14, “When food is sent, the strong seize
it and the sick and the old who have no friends suffer. Last
night Frank Garvie (another physician) and I spent most of
the night rescuing women and children from the woods, after they had been refused admittance into the tents because they had no friends to help them.” Soldiers were sent
to try to maintain order and to keep passengers from fleeing
the island onto the mainland. Several volunteers from the
Sisters of Charity arrived to care for new orphans.
Meanwhile, on the hospital ship things improved somewhat, with the death rate dropping at first to 25 daily and
then lower, according to Dr. Slayter. Rev. Martin later
wrote, “The mortality was very great. It was impossible to
rally their courage; when they felt themselves seized by the
scourge they seemed powerless, and immediately gave themselves up to despondency. The malady was so violent in many
cases that the unfortunate creatures had scarcely power to
indicate to a passer-by their present state.“ At this time
the doctors did not even know how cholera spread. A few
days later, Dr. Slayter himself died of cholera on the Pyramus at the age of 36. His efforts, along with others to help
people and keep the cholera from spreading were truly heroic. He had worked himself into a weakened condition and
then succumbed quickly when he caught cholera.
The England was being cleaned and fumigated in the
meantime. Baggage was treated with a chlorine gas and the
steerage area scraped with lime. Passenger bedding was
burned.
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About 200 people died of cholera during the quarantine
in Halifax Harbor. On April 18, after the deaths had dropped
substantially, all healthy passengers were put aboard the decontaminated ship. The crew removed the yellow distress flag
and left for New York City, arriving on April 21. The trip was
uneventful, but it must have been disconcerting for them,
when they arrived, to find out that another cholera ship out of
Liverpool, the Virginia was in quarantine. They too were put in
quarantine and remained there in the Lower Harbor until May
11. No mail was allowed to be sent from the ship.
About 52 people who were still sick or were needed to
care for a sick child were left behind on the hospital ship and
on McNab’s Island. About ten or eleven of these were Dutch,
most of whom were headed for Pella, Iowa. This included
Pieter VanLobberecht and his six-year-old son. Only one parent was allowed to stay with a sick child. Another who stayed
was Klaas Vlaming, the cousin traveling with Aris Eelman. Aris
was not allowed to stay with him, so he took Klaas’s luggage
with his so that Klaas could travel more lightly when he became well. Klaas kept his money with him, expecting to get better. It was their understanding that all the sick on the island
were going to be put on the hospital ship the same day the
others boarded the steamer for New York, but it did not happen that way. The Dutch, both the sick on the hospital ship
who had recovered and the healthy who stayed with them, reported that they were well treated. This comforted Aris when
he was forced to leave Klaas.
On Thursday, April 19 a report was prepared by Dr.
Gorsink to describe the situation as it was at 5 p.m. that day:
On the island
10 sick
30 well
1 dead
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On board the hospital ship
2 dead
5 sick
4 well
The Halifax Citizen of April 24th contained the final report. “On Sunday last the Health Officer reported from the
Quarantine Station that no deaths had occurred since the last
report and that all the corpses had been buried. The same encouraging report was received yesterday– but one death, an old
case took place last night.” The same day the patients on the
Pyramus were transferred to the island.
We know from information supplied by survivors who
went to Pella that the last death mentioned in the newspaper
of April 24 was that of Klaas Vlaming. They found him dead in
the morning under a piece of canvas. He had been robbed. It
would be months before his cousin Aris Eelman would learn the
details of his death.
The 42 healthy survivors of those left behind at Halifax
arrived in New York on another ship, the Louisa Moore, on May
23rd, having left Halifax on May 17. These last passengers to
leave had spent over 5 weeks in Halifax on either the island or
the hospital ship or both.
Today there is little or nothing on McNab’s Island to remind us of what happened there 150 years ago. The dead were
buried there in several locations, mostly in mass graves. In
some cases the graves were later washed out to sea. In others, the brush has overgrown the site.
.

________________
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The Trip West from New York
The people here – they took me in like a parent takes his child and
they are really good people.
Aris Jan Eelman, 8 July 1866

he majority of the Dutch survivors who disembarked from
T
the England on May 11 took the same train west out of New
York City. They must have spent a day or two in the city first.
We have a first person description of the trip from the letters of Aris Jan Eelman:

Here we had to get our tags or so-called “tikkets”, show them
again, and received other tickets to Toledo.

I must also tell you that between New York and Dunkirk a
woman was delivered of a child in the railway coach as we were traveling. When we arrived in Dunkirk on Sunday, May 13, at nine in the
morning, we had to stay there until Monday evening at 6:30. And the
same Sunday evening a widow woman who had lost her husband at sea
from the cholera delivered a child on the floor of the inn. That poor
woman already had five children, and now she had her sixth. She
delivered very quickly, without a doctor. The doctor came half an
hour later.
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We ate three times that Sunday in the inn, slept, and also
ate three times on Monday. That cost each
person a paper dollar, with children for half
price, and babies free. The inn-keeper was a
good man and things went well. He also attended to the new mother. The doctor was
also a good man. He himself cared for the
child, and helped the woman to a bed. Soon
she received from one or another what she
needed. Monday evening that poor woman
went with us to the train. We carried her
there on a chair, as well as the other woman.
On Tuesday morning when we arrived in
Cleveland and had to wait for three hours, the
woman with her baby in her arms and her other five children behind her walked to the
waiting room which was at least a couple hundred steps away. I was amazed at this, and
learned something from it: the Lord gives
strength in crisis.

Aagje Lucas

The other woman had a husband and was recently married
when they left Holland, and also was quite healthy. Still, her husband carried the child and she leaned on him. But the widow – that
was a wonder.
[The woman who gave birth in the train station was Cori Lu-

cas, whose husband and young child had died at sea. Daughter
Aagje, pictured above, was seven years old at the time. The
woman who gave birth on the train was Marrigje DeGroot.]
We waited here until nine in the morning, and then went by
rail to Toledo where we arrived at sunset. There we went to a
waiting room which is for immigrants, because at seven the next
morning the train for Detroit was leaving. The widow also and everyone who was going to Iowa and Illinois went through there by rail.
[Now the group was splitting in two. Most were continuing to

Chicago where perhaps a dozen would get off, the rest continuing on to Pella, Iowa. Aris and ten or so others traveling
to Michigan headed for Detroit. Aris continued as follows.]

We bought some bread and sugar but we could not find any
butter. We stayed for the night in the public baths, sleeping –
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more or less – on the benches, because to go to the inn was very expensive and they were not very eager to have immigrants because of
the lice, of which we had plenty.
On Wednesday morning, May 16, at seven o’clock in the morning we departed from Toledo, having gotten other tickets and bought
space for our suitcases. We arrived in Detroit at 12 o’clock and at
12:30 we left for Grand Rapids which we reached at six o’clock.
There were ten of us and two children. We stayed the night in the
inn and ate there in the evening and the next morning.
In the morning we rented a wagon for one dollar. The man
brought us to Noordeloos, not very far from Albert Siersema. We
arrived at sunset, after having driven away at twelve o’clock. I waited in Noordeloos at the home of a Diepenhorst, whose brother also
came with me. This man sent a letter to Albert, who came to get me
from there.

Those passengers not going to Michigan continued on the
train from Toledo to Chicago. Several groups such as the VanDonkersgoeds, the DeGroots and the Dorsts got off there.
Others traveled on via train to Eddyville, Iowa. The trip from
Eddyville to Pella required a 30-mile-ride by wagon.
After the long quarantine the newly arrived passengers
hoped to find those they left behind had already arrived ahead
of them. They were disappointed. Aris and probably others
wrote to the “Hospital Ship at Halifax” hoping for answers, but
did not receive any. Albert Siersema, who was an uncle of
Klaas Vlaming, wrote a letter to the well-known Paulus DenBleyker who was also an uncle to Klaas. In it he gave a full report
of what Aris told him.
_________________
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Reactions Back Home
Above all you had said to her that it might be Pentecost before
you could write a letter to her. Until that time she needed to keep
up her courage. But now that time neared, and in the meantime we
became more and more certain that you were on one of the boats
which had cholera, either on the Virginia, or, as seemed more likely, on the England. The papers reported from time to time how
many victims and deceased there were. How probable it was, she
thought, that you also were among the patients or the deceased,
and that any day she would receive news of your death.
When Pentecost Sunday came and went, and one day after another
passed with no letter from you; you can understand that your wife
could no longer avoid the truth. She was sure that you and Vlaming
were on the same boat in the middle of the raging cholera.
Whether you had succumbed, she did not know. She hoped, she
prayed earnestly that it was “no”, but actually she very much
feared the answer was “yes”. She told me she could no longer plan
on you being alive. So you can imagine how it was for her yesterday
when she saw the postman coming with a letter for her. What
could it be? Was it news of life or death?
Rev. G.J. Wieringa, 1 June 1866

Friends and relatives in the Netherlands had little information to go on for weeks after the emigrants left home.
Dutch newspapers did not report the story of the England
until about April 22 and even then only included telegraphed
reports that the ship had 160 cases of cholera and 50
deaths, the initial report given when they reached Halifax.
They repeated the reports from the English papers that
cholera had broken out among the Germans on board. No letters were allowed from Halifax or from the quarantine in
New York City.
The same week cholera broke out in Rotterdam. It
spread quickly and the number of victims rose exponentially.
A young Dutch child whose family had passed through Rotterdam to Hull to Liverpool died before boarding the passenger
ship Helvetia in late April. A coroner’s inquest followed which
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resulted in a verdict of cholera. One of the questions asked
his father was if the child had eaten sauerkraut, a dish the
English found repugnant and believed to be a possible source of
the contagion. This child was not the only Dutch cholera victim
trying to board the Helvetia. When the Adrian VanDoorn family of Oud-Vossemer tried to board, his wife was stopped due
to her illness. She died in Liverpool and the rest of the family
proceeded on to America.
When the English learned of outbreak of cholera in Rotterdam they quickly banned Dutch and German emigrants from
traveling through Rotterdam to Liverpool until the fall. Some
Dutch tried to emigrate via Antwerpen in early May, but cholera broke out there too on ships such as the Agnes Marie. The
ship returned to Belgium and was put in quarantine after which
30 passengers decided to remain.
Aris and others were able to post letters on May 11, the
day the quarantine for those on the England ended. His wife
Tettje received the letter on May 29. She was in such shock
she asked her minister, Rev. Wieringa, to write a return letter
for her. She had tried to confirm which ship he was on by contacting Wambersie & Son, the shipping agent Aris used. In the
end she was forced to live “between hope and fear”. Aris received a letter back, not from her, but from her minister. He
wrote, “She is so overjoyed with the heartwarming news of
your recovery that at the moment she is not in a state to organize her thoughts on paper. You will understand this if I say,
that to her, it is as if you have risen from the dead.”
We can only speculate on the reaction in the village of
Strijen. The records show that 37 people, nearly one out of
every 3 Netherlanders on board, came from this town. The
losses include Lucas family 2, VanDriel 1, Esseboom probably 3,
Dorst 2, VanDommelen 2, Bezemer 1 and VanBruggen 1 for a
total of at least 12. It would most likely been higher except
for the fact that the Panis family was not allowed to board.
The experience apparently convinced them to remain permanently in the Netherlands. Others delayed travel. The Johannes DeBondt family waited until December before heading to
Pella, apparently waiting until the cholera season was over.
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The epidemic soon became a pandemic. Dutch newspapers began to regularly report the growing number of sick and
dead.
Tettje Eelman delayed plans for her departure. She was
still in the Netherlands making plans to come to her husband
Aris in late August when she wrote:
They say it is cholera. Not many are dying of it here yet. But,
dear one, south of us it is terrible, in (North) Holland, ah, by the
thousands, yes, by millions they are surrounded with the sickness
and the war everywhere. Many died in Amsterdam, they write, the
number unknown, and in Rotterdam a growing number also. Oh, my
dear, the whole of Friesland, Overyssel, Gelderland also, in a word everywhere. We have never lived before with the things that are
going on now.
You can imagine, beloved husband, that these circumstances
weigh heavily on me, but, dear one, the Lord, he helps me. I pray for
his help and presence because I need it. He does not refuse any
praying heart. Oh, his burden is light for those who patiently carry
his cross – which I have found in this ordeal. Ah, pray to the Lord
for me, and for you, that he will protect me from such a journey as
you had. You were alone, but I come with three children.

When Tettje’s children, Etje 9, Willem 6, and Marretje
age 2 became ill during the summer the fear was that it was
cholera. Shortly after they returned to health, Tettje left
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for America with them. Friends helped
her book travel from Amsterdam to
Hamburg, Germany, in order to board a
passenger ship away from cholera. One
Dutch friend traveled with her. They
were the only Dutch on the ship. She
took the letters she had received from
Aris with her. No doubt she read them
many times and was comforted by his
Tettje Bakker Eelman
words: “You must rather plan on the
month of August to come to me. That is my comfort – that
you will come then. For if I did not have you, all my earthly
hopes would vanish.”

__________________
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First Impressions of America
Things are going well, and it is good to be here, much better than in
Holland for which I have no longing. But people have to work here,
too, just as everywhere. Those who do not wish to work to make
things comfortable ought not to come.
Aris Jan Eelman, 8 July 1866

A

ris Eelman drew conclusions quickly about the new land to
which he had come. How many others in the group felt
like him, we cannot say. Here are more of his first impressions:
In general, women have it better here than in the Netherlands. Some things are alike, but people here know nothing about
doing things for show, which gives people where you are a lot of
unnecessary work…. We still eat green beans and sauerkraut here,
which I like, as you know.
I can buy land here but it is a lot more expensive, rather
than cheaper. Many people live in this place, but there is land
enough. There is land which those with a heart for difficulties can
get, but then they go into the forest. I can buy here a new barn
and a good livable little house with 16 hectares (about 40 acres) of
land, of which half has been cleared and has apple, pear and peach
trees on it. It is not very far from the city of Holland, about as
far as Oom (Uncle) Dirk is from Den Burg (a town on Texel). I can
buy it for 17-1800 dollars, that is, paper dollars. I have been there
once to look at it. It is good land. Someone recommended it to me.
Eight hectares still are wooded, but the land lies close to the city
which is on the river. Boats come there daily to buy and haul away
wood. In this way men sell the trees still standing on their land. It
is cut and sold for three dollars a cord, and three wagon loads can
carry two cords. Wood not suitable for cutting goes to Chicago and
other places for burning. A lot of cut wood has bark on it more
than an inch thick, and that bark is sold for six dollars a cord. Men
cut firewood, too, and sell it.
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The farmers themselves also need wood for fencing and to
build barns and new houses. The men who worked earlier in the forest built block houses. From outside they do not look nice, but they
are really cozy inside. They have stopped that and now live in nicer
places. Most have new houses of boards or stone. The farmers
build new barns first and then houses which are to their liking.
Most of the people here are making out well. They came here poor
and now there are those who are able to save well. They make their
own soap here, as well as sugar and syrup from trees.
Here there is room. It is 10 times, no, 100 times better than
in the Netherlands. I can be an independent farmer here and that I
could not be on Texel. I mean the independence that I can have
here - I do not have to look into someone’s eyes to see if it suits
him. Here, as over there I have to depend on the Lord. That I have
learned already.
The church services are much better than where you are.
People stay people with all their shortcomings, but faith and trust in
the Lord here are fully as good as back home. It is too bad that I
have to write this. It is a shame for myself, and for my people and
the place where I grew up. The sinful life that Marretge Piet talked
about, I don’t believe a word of it. In general, you meet here people
who are honest and upright. People fear the Lord here with joy in
their hearts. They are really open with each other and accept each
other as brothers and sisters in the Lord. The churches are marked
by the fruit of the Spirit which comes from faith. Again, as I said,
life is to my liking here. Not that I have, as Paul said, obtained perfection. I have good days and bad days.
No, my dear wife, when you come, don’t take more stuff along
than what is necessary. Just sell your gold and silver, but keep your
head jewelry and some clothing. But you can keep or sell as you
please. Be so good and buy 4 pair of little earrings if you can buy
them for about 7 or 8 guilden per pair. And also buy for yourself a
Psalm book with 2 locks. And for Etje and Marretje, each a pair of
copper earrings because here they do not wear gold or silver. A few
wear broaches here and there. Otherwise, the costume here is ex-
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actly as in Texel. Then bring also a Psalter Hymn book or two because here they are quite expensive.
I have to say that I found out that what A. Siersema wrote
about the winters here is the solid truth.
I am treated well here by everyone, but my wife—she is
above all and I trust that it is the same for you.

________________
Below: Eelman plot in North Holland Cemetery. On the family tomb-

stone is the inscription in Dutch, “Blessed are the merciful.”
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Determining Who Lived and Who Died
We also got further notice from Pella here about Klaas Vlaming;
namely, that he had died in the night between April 22 and 23. He
really passed away in miserable circumstances; while the Dutchmen
who were somewhat taking care of him during the day, left him alone
at night; they found him dead in the morning and already he had
been robbed of the valuable things he still had with him, his money
he still had, because he had some hopes to recover yet. Anyhow, a
horrible situation, to die this way, abandoned by everyone, alone, beneath a piece of canvas.
Albert Siersema, 14 December 1866

records were kept of who died or even of how many died.
N oMost
estimates show the death totals between two and

three hundred. It was reported that 890 passengers were on
board and 60 left behind on April 18. If one subtracts 950
from the total of 1200 official passengers one gets 250, not
counting crew members and those who died after that date.
The Dutch believed the total number of dead was about 400.
Gerrit DeGroot and Aris Eelman both gave this number.
We are fortunate to have some specific numbers for
the Dutch, as recorded by Aris Eelman’s friend, Albert Siersema (see Appendix A). Quoting Aris, Albert writes: “Out of 110
Dutch people, 68 came ashore, but if Klaas has died, only 67;
42 people had to go to Pella (Iowa) and 22 have arrived, ten or
eleven Dutchmen who were still sick, stayed behind together
with Klaas.” Klaas is the cousin of Aris who was left behind,
sick at Halifax.
Shortly after this, in early July, Aris wrote “I have received this message from people in Pella (Iowa). I had written
them and inquired about him (Klaas). Those people got off the
ship 11 days after us. They wrote me that Klaas and others had
died.” It seems like the others referred to were Dutch. So,
[Text continued on page 45.]
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A Telling Remark
On the right is an excerpt from the Dutch “Landverhuizer” or Emigrant Records for
the village of Kedichem in Zuid
(South) Holland for the year
1866.
It records the people who requested permission to leave
the Netherlands. This includes Antonie van Rooden with one
woman and one child, Frederik Bel by himself, Adriannus den
Besten with one woman and three children and Huibert van Zanten with one woman and two children- all going to Pella, Iowa.
At the end of the line is the comment above - ”Of these 13
people, 7 died of cholera on the trip.” We do not know how this
information was acquired, but the remark helps us determine who
lived and who died.

The Groen Family
In similar records for the same year in the province of
Noord (North) Holland there is a note regarding the family Groen
of Andijk which reads, “According to information received the
man, the woman and four children died at sea of cholera.” This
family of ten cannot be found on any passenger list. Were they on
the England? It is certainly possible, there were only a few cholera ships they could have been on.
In the Lucas family tradition there was a large family on
board in which all but one member died. Possibly this is a reference to the Groen family. Two of the survivors of the Groens settled in Michigan and lived very near others who were on the England. They may have been part of those who rode in the wagon to
the Diepenhorst farm.
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using these numbers we find 110 Dutch, 43+ died and less than
67 lived. The passenger list appears to show 107-109 Dutch together. One hundred and six have been positively identified. In
addition, there are three identified from the Eelman letters
who were on the ship but not on the passenger list itself, along
with four VanRyswicks who were mostly likely on the ship. This
gives us a total of about 112-116 Netherlanders on board.
In some cases we have direct documentation on who died
from those on board. In an interview given by Pieter De Jong
Jr. to a friend in 1934, he indicated that on the journey to
America in 1866 there was a cholera outbreak on board ship at
sea. His brothers, Elbert, Dirk, and Neldus, Dirk’s wife, and
Martinus’ youngest child, Arie, were all taken ill and died at sea.
The Aris Eelman letters provide eye witness evidence to
the deaths of Pieter Lucas, Klaas Vlaming and Evert Oosterhuis.
In another case, we can learn from official documents
[see previous page] that seven of the people from one town, Kedichem, died. This confirms the deaths of the entire family of
Huibertus VanZanten.
Stories passed through the family tell us of the loss of
many specific people in the families of Kaldenberg, VanDriel,
Olivier, VanDonkersgoed and VanDeKrol.
In some cases, such as the Spaan family, we know their
destination and that they never arrived. In other cases we find
the remnant of the family in the 1870 census and know only that
the missing died on the voyage or in the years between. This is
true of the Dorsts and VanDommelens.
All told, we are able to get a fairly complete picture
which is summarized in the next section, starting on page 46.
________________
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Conclusion and Summary
I learned something from that– the Lord gives strength in
Aris Jan Eelman, May 1866
crisis.
The greatest loss of life in the Dutch immigrant experience was the burning of the Phoenix on Lake Michigan in 1847.
On that fateful trip a similar number of people died as on the
England but in that case it represented the majority of people
on the boat and the Dutch represented most of the people on
board.
As far as tragedies on the ocean crossing the cholera
breakout on the England represented the greatest loss of
Dutch life. The numbers Aris Eelman recorded while in New
York quarantine are very good but perhaps somewhat low:
Aris’ numbers
Probable ranges
110 Dutch on board

112-116

65-67 survived

66-69

43-45 died

46-50

Aris himself hints at further deaths when he reported
that after the healthy left Halifax “Klaas and others died”
without reporting their ethnicity, His numbers have been revised to take that into account. It should not be surprising
that a few deceased passengers were missed in the tabulations especially given the fact that about a dozen were still
sick in quarantine in Halifax.
The Dutch represented nearly 20% of those who died.
This despite the fact they only were about 8% of the people
on board. There are probably several reasons for this. One
may be that it was with them or near them that the cholera
broke out in the first place.
Another, perhaps more important reason is that they
were far more likely to be in family groups with children as
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opposed to single (mostly male) individuals. The Dutch children
represented nearly 20% of the children present. It was among
the children, particularly the young children that the death
rate was the highest. Aris reported that 72 of the 88 infants
on board died. This seems high but the death rate suggested
matches that of the Dutch infants on board. Of the 9 or 10
Dutch children 2 and under 8 died. Of the 20 Dutch children 5
and under 14 died.
There are many ways to measure the losses. If you look
at the 65 to 70 or so survivors one can count 9 who lost a
spouse or fiancée, 19 who lost a parent and 12 who lost one or
more children. One could come up with similar numbers for
those who lost a grandparent, sibling, cousin, aunt or uncle. Only
a few people arrived without the loss of a close family member.
Many lives were changed
forever. A descendant of Egje De
Jong [pictured at right] relayed
the following story as passed on by
her father. “Pieter and Gisbertje
were so distraught over the loss of
their children on the journey from
Holland to America, they frequently talked of returning to Holland.
However, their surviving children
reminded them that it would bring
them no comfort. The lost would
not be found in Holland.”
Making matters worse was the fact that there were no
grave sites to visit. The Lucas family added Pieter Lucas to his
wife’s stone, marking it “died on the ocean”. Many took comfort
in the religious beliefs of the deceased. Aris Eelman wrote of
Klaas Vlaming: “He was a good lad, a boy who sincerely feared
the Lord especially in his sickness – of that I am a witness – and
he always stood by his convictions. So if he has died, I am not
worried for him as to whether the Lord will receive his soul in
grace. “
Some, like Aris, must have felt grateful and amazed at
the fact they survived. Aris put it this way:
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In the midst of it all is the wonder that the Lord spared and
kept me… It has been a lesson for me, which, with the Lord’s grace,
I will keep all my life. Twice in the last year I have stood at the
edge of the grave. Oh, that I may be a faithful Christian through
this chastising, that I may learn for my life from this journey and
the many deaths which I have seen. That is my wish and to that end
I continually pray the Lord for His Sprit and presence. …O my dear
wife, that we may realize and learn this together, that when death
one day nears our bedside, it will not be for us a king of terror, but
may be a messenger of peace.

Aris did not forget. He was known all his life for helping people both financially and spiritually.
The Dutch got through this disaster by relying on their
religious faith and by cooperating and helping each other. In
the version of the story handed down in the Lucas family it
was Hollanders living in England who helped the family after
the death of the father Pieter and birth of a new child. In reality, it was the Dutch who traveled with them to Pella, who
despite their own grief went out of their way to help Cori Lucas.
Cori may have given more than she received. Imagine
situation she was in! She was 37 years old with six young children and pregnant with the seventh during the cholera crisis
which took her husband, her youngest child and all her possessions. A month later she gives birth, without the aid of a doctor, on the floor of the inn at which she is staying. Two days
later Aris Eelman notices her walking 200 paces to the train
station with her six children. “That was a wonder.” he later reflected. “I learned something from that– the Lord gives
strength in crisis.”
Though they still faced challenges, the survivors generally succeeded in their new lives. Many years later, as the
younger immigrants began to pass on, some personal stories
began to be preserved. Pieter DeJong was interviewed and detailed the loss of family members. His sister’s Eggie’s 1937
obituary also mentions it, claiming only 658 people survived out
of 1500. Albert Van Donkersgoed’s daughter-in-law, Hazel,
wrote down what she remembered hearing from him. The following, touching story is included:
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Their [Albert’s parents] youngest little girl, Derkje, became
sick and died while the family was in Halifax. The ground was frozen
and they wondered where they could bury their baby girl. A kind gentleman, whose wife had just died, said that his wife would love to have
a baby in her arms when she was buried, so that is what they did.

Genealogies, such as that of the Kaldenberg’s also preserved some memories, although often vaguely. Some of these
stories can be found in the section beginning on page 54. A
summary of those who left for America follows on pages 50-51.
_____________________

Below: Peter Lucas tombstone with the notation: “Died on the ocean.”
Graceland Cemetery, Pella, Iowa.
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Summary
This list represents all of those who, according to Dutch records, left the Netherlands and should have been on the SS
England. Those in boldface print never arrived, based on the
information available. There are 120 names, with 66 having
made it to their destination. Further research may some day
show more arriving safely; but the list as presented is quite
consistent with what was reported by Aris Eelman in 1866.
More details can be found in the section on family stories.
Family Units
Pieter Esseboom 52, wife Lena DenBroeder 45, Andries 17.
Arij VanDriel 49, wife Lyntije Boer 54, Gerrit 15, Arie 12.
Maarten VanBruggen 32, wife Jannetje Dekker 26,
Adrianna 6, Jannigje 1.
Pieter Lucas 36, wife Cori Weijerse 37, Jan 13, Cornelia 11,
Aagje 7, Hermannus 6, Neeltje 5, Pieter 1.
Pieter Dorst 42, wife Neeltje Slooter 42,
Cornelia 18, Iefje 11, Jannigje 4.
Hendrik Panis 31, wife Maria DeReus 31, Maria 2, Cornelia 1.
Jan Panis 33 (Hendrik and family were not allowed to board.)
Pieter DeJong 58, wife Gisbertje VanHouwelingen 56, Elbert 28,
Neldus 21, Pieter 15, Egje 17, Maria 17, Gisbertje 14,
Arie DeJong 1
Dirk DeJong 24, wife Cornelia VanRooden 25
Antonie VanRooden 21
Derk TerLouw 51, Janna TerLouw 20
Pieter Olivier 61, wife Johanna Duhen 61, Johannes 29, Matthijs 22,
Phillipus 31, Willem 30, Anna M. C. 25.
Hendrikus Kaldenberg 65, wife Teuntje Helmich 58, Jan 16,
Matthijs Kaldenberg 30, wife Jannigje VanArkel 45, Hendrikus 5.
Geertje VanLeeuwen 12.
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Pieter VanLobbrecht 39, wife Hendrika Kaldenberg 35,
Jan H.A. 9, Hendrikus 4, Gerrit J. 1.
Adriannus DenBesten 46, wife Josine Vanbeest 46,
Jacob 29, Jan 13, Cornelius 13.
Huibertus VanZanten 24,Wilhelmina Schreuders 24,
Dirkje 2,Adriana 1.
Jan Schouwenburg 38, wife Anna Wilhelmina Kock 40 .
Jan Hoekwater 62, wife Maria DeBruijn 55, Jan Willem H. 23
Hendrik VanDommelen 36, wife Jacoba Korbijn 33,
Geertrui 12, Izaak 11, Maria 8, Bastiaan 7, Matthais 4
Huibertje Korbijn 22.
Gerrit VandeKrol 37, Willemje VanMiddendorp 38, Jan 14,
Hendrik 12, Nennetje 8, Willemje 6, Hendrikus 3, Willem 1.
Willem VanDonkersgoed 51, wife Berendje VandenBrink 31, Steven
17, Elbert 15, Gerritje 7, Heintje 4, Derkje 1.
Dirk VanRyswick 24, wife Jenneke Olivier 24, Dirk Jan 4, Pieter 2.
Gerrit DeGroot 26, wife Marrigje Zwijnenburg 23.
Cornelis Spaan 35, wife Geertrui VandeGraan 44, Hendrika 13,
Herman 9, Maria 3.
Single Individuals
Teunis Bezemer 37
Fredrik Bel 24
Gijsbert DeZeeuw 31
Goosen DeZeeuw 39
Aris Jan Eelman 37
Evert Oosterhuis 34
Klaas Vlaming 39
B DeBoer 29
Bart Pelicaan 26
Frans Diepenhorst 32
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Timeline (1866)
March 19 –23 - Immigrants leave homes heading for Rotterdam.
March 26 - Approximately 100 traveling as a group proceed to
Hellevoetsluis where they board the Seagull bound for Hull, England.
March 27 - Passengers traveling on the Seagull take train from Hull to
Liverpool.
March 28 - 6 p.m., SS England leaves Liverpool, England
March 29 - England arrives in Queenstown, Ireland, 5:00 p.m.
March 29 - Friday late, The England leaves Queenstown
March 30 - Good Friday through April 1 Easter, 3 day storm encountered
April 2 - An 8-year-old “German” boy on board dies of cholera.
April 3-7 - Daily increase in deaths on board from cholera.
April 7 - With crew members sick also Captain Grace heads for Halifax.
April 8 - England arrives in Halifax Harbour that evening.
April 9 - Monday late morning. Dr. Slayter boards the England.
April 10 - The Pyramus is towed to McNab’s Cove. Dr. Slayter goes to
McNab’s Island with a working party to dig graves at Thrumcap.
April 11-12 - Healthy passengers are put on McNab's Island and
housed in tents, sick are placed on the hospital ship Pyramus. The
weather becomes snowy and rainy.
April 16 - Three members of the Sisters of Charity arrive to help.
April 17 - Dr. Slayter, chief health officer in charge, dies from cholera.
April 18 - The England leaves Halifax with healthy passengers bound
for New York at 7 pm. The Virginia also out of Liverpool arrives in New
York City with 38 deaths, including several Dutch, along with numerous
sick with cholera. The passengers are put in quarantine.
April 21 - The England arrives in New York and anchors in Quarantine
Waters, Lower Bay, New York.
April 22-23 – last death (Klaas Vlaming) at quarantine at Halifax.
May 11 - The passengers on the England are allowed to disembark and
mail first letters.
May 12 - Many Dutch passengers board train going west. Marrigje
DeGroot gives birth to a baby in the railway car.
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May 13 - Sunday 9 a.m., train arrives at Dunkirk, New York. Cori Lucas
gives birth on the floor of the inn that evening.
May 14 - 6:30 p.m., train leaves Dunkirk heading for Toledo, Ohio.
May 16 - Wednesday 7 a.m., Michigan group leaves Toledo for Detroit
and then to Grand Rapids arriving 6 p.m.
May 17 - Thursday, The Louisa Moore leaves Halifax with the remaining
immigrants. Michigan group takes wagon from Grand Rapids to Noordeloos near Holland, Michigan.
May 18 - Friday, Passengers going to South Holland, Illinois reach their
destination.
May 19 - Saturday, first 22 passengers going to Pella, Iowa arrive at Eddy, Iowa.
May 20 - Pentecost Sunday
May 23 - The Louisa Moore arrives in New York with remaining passengers.
May 29 - Letters sent home from America arrive in the Netherlands.

_____________________

“The deceased gentleman was skillful, cool, and collected to a

remarkable degree as a surgeon; kind, urbane, and affectionate, as a friend, husband, and father; genial as a companion,
and withal a great favourite in the community. Dr. John Slayter
will be long missed from the city.”
Acadian Recorder April 18, 1866.
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Family Stories
They [the DeGroots] dared not write about all they experienced.
Teunis VandenHoek 24 April 1866

Bel
Frederick Bel age 23 a single man from Kedichem left
on March 23. He survived and lived in Cook County, Illinois.
His father had died and his older brother was bringing his
bride to the farm. The rest of the siblings were moving out
and Frederick decided to go to America.
Source: "Netherlands, Census and Population Registers, 15741940," images, FamilySearch (https://familysearch.org) ZuidHolland > Kedichem > Bevolkingsregister 1850-1872 > image 156
of 342; regional and national archives, Netherlands.

Bezemer
Teunis Bezemer, a single man age 37 from Strijen. He
does not show up again in records in the Netherlands or
America. He is probably among those who died.
DeGroot
Gerrit DeGroot of Lexmond and Marrigje Zwijnenburg from Noordeloos in Zuid Holland were married early in
1866. She was pregnant and they thought she would be
safely in Illinois by the birth date. Instead, due to stays in
Halifax and New York she gave birth to a baby boy on train
traveling through New York. They continued on to the Chicago area where he told the story of the trip to his friend
Teunis VandenHoek who later wrote of it in a letter. Gerrit
told Teunis that in one day 45 people died and that in total
400 people died. He described being quarantined on an island without shelter or beds.
Gerrit was unable to find work among the local Hollanders and so took his family north to Michigan. There he
and Marrigje had several more children. Gerrit died in
Three Oaks, Berrien County, Michigan in 1910, Marrigje a
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few years later.
Source: Origins: Volume 2, Number 1, 1984 page 5. Published by the
Calvin College Archives.
Ancestry.com DeGroot Family Tree by Earl DeGroot, Wyoming.

DeJong
The DeJongs emigrated from the village of Arkel. They
made their living by farming. The primary reason for leaving
was for economic, although they were not poor. They had
seven sons and farming opportunities were very limited in land
scarce Holland.
The family emigrated in two groups. The first group included my great-great grandparents, Martinus and Grietje De
Jong and relatives. They arrived safely in New York via Liverpool on April 14, 1865.
The second group included Pieter Sr. and Gisbertje
DeJong, and all but one of their remaining children. The oldest son, Jan. remained in the Netherlands. The children, who
were actually young adults, included sons, Elbert, Dirk, Neldus, and Pieter Jr. and daughters Egje, Maria, and Gisbertje.
The group also included Kornelia, Dirk's bride of two months,
her brother Antonie Van Rooden, and my great-great grandparent's youngest son, Arie, who was just 1 1/2 years old. It
is believed he was left behind the previous year due to his
young age. This group left Arkel, one year after the first
group, on March 23, 1866.
In an interview given by Pieter DeJong Jr. in 1934, he
indicated that on the journey to America in 1866 there was a
cholera outbreak on board ship at sea. His brothers, Elbert,
Dirk, and Neldus, Dirk’s wife, and Martinus’ youngest child,
Arie, were all taken ill and died at sea. The ship diverted to
Halifax, Nova Scotia, Canada, where all were buried.
Pieter purchase his initial plot of land in Pella in 1866.
Their descendants, the Vermeers, still own the farm today.
Pieter Sr. lived to be 82 years old.
Source: Mark DeJong
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DenBesten
Adriannus DenBesten was a laborer in Kedichem and lived
with his wife Josina VanBeest. At the age of 35 they left with
their children Jacobus Jan, Jan Hendrik and Kornelis Adriannus.
They all survived the voyage and settled near Pella, Iowa.
Source: Landverhuizers Records Province Zuid Holland Kedichem
1866.

DeZeeuw
Gijsbert DeZeeuw was a single man from Heukelum who
survived the voyage. He later settled in Floyd Township, Sioux
County, Iowa. Dutch records show his brother Goosen DeZeeuw,
also a young single man, applying and leaving at the same time.
He is not on the passenger list and can not be found in records
here or in the Netherlands. He may have been refused entry to
the ship. The brother’s mother was Willemke Schouwenberg and
they were likely related to the Schouwenbergs on the trip.
Source: Landverhuizer Records Province Zuid Holland, Heukelum 1866.

Dorst
Pieter Dorst with his wife Neeltje Slooter and three children were on board. Pieter and his daughter Eva (Iefje) are in
Cook County in 1870. His daughter Cornelia married in 1868 to
Adrian VanKley. They had many children and about 1882 moved
to Zeeland, Michigan where they later died. In all likelihood
Neeltje and her youngest child died on the voyage. Pieter and
his wife had already lost many children in the Netherlands.
Source: Ancestry.com VanKley Family Tree by Pauline Luben.

Eelman
Aris Jan Eelman was born in 1837 on the island of Texel,
where his well-to-do father owned six farms. The Eelmans are
an old Mennonite family on the island. His mother died shortly
after he was born and his father soon remarried and had another son followed by many more siblings. Apparently, Aris never
quite felt at home in this situation.
In 1857, Aris married a young woman from the Reformed
Church, named Tettje Bakker. They started a family of their
own. They decided to emigrate and he left Texel on March 19,
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1866 with his cousin Klaas Vlaming.
Tettje and the children later.

He hoped to send for

He came down with cholera on the ship but recovered.
Upon arrival he stayed with a friend, Albert Siersema, for the
first few months. He wrote letters back to his wife, Tettje
Bakker, that form the basis for much of this book. She and
children Etje, Willem and Marretje traveled to Hamburg, Germany, and sailed from there in order to avoid the cholera. They
arrived in early September. Aris bought some land on 120th Avenue, built a house and lived their all his life.
Tettje, who came from a long
line of sea-faring people had four
brothers who died at sea. She named
their son Willem, pictured at right
for one of them. He was six years old
when he immigrated with his mother
and two sisters.
The trip had a big impact on
Aris and, according to his granddaughter, he spent his life helping people
both spiritually and financially. He
and Tettje lived next to the railroad tracks and often fed and
housed traveling tramps. He was a longtime elder in South Olive
Christian Reformed Church. Aris and Tettje had numerous
daughters, but only one son, Willem. Willem’s daughter, Venna
[Lemmen] was the grandmother of the author.
Aris died in 1905 in a tragic fall down the stairs in the
local General Store.
Source: The Eelmans of Olive Township by Thea B. VanHalsema and
Loren Lemmen. 2005.

Esseboom
Little is known about the family of Pieter Esseboom, his
wife Lena DenBroeder and their daughter Jacoba, age 18. No
additional records can be found here or in the Netherlands. It
is probable that one or more of the family died on the trip.
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Hoekwater
Arie Hoekwater and his wife came to Noordeloos in
Michigan in 1865. The following year Arie’s brother, Jan Willem
and his parents came to join them and traveled on the England.
They all survived and were among those traveling in the wagon
from Grand Rapids to Hermannus Diepenhorst’s home. Hermannus had been the employer of Arie Hoekwater’s brother-in-law,
John Vogel. After some time they moved north to Vogel Center,
Michigan, following Arie and his wife and his wife’s brother
John, the founder of Vogel Center.
Source: Stephen Koster, Chicago, Illinois.

Kaldenberg
Hendrikus Kaldenberg left with his wife, Teuntje in
March of 1866, according to the Dutch records. However, his
wife is not on the passenger list and never made it to America.
Along with them was their son Matthijs with his wife, Jannigje
VanArkel, and their two children. The Dutch records say Matthijs took 3 children with him. The third would have been
Geertje VanLeeuwen, age 11, who was living with them and left
with them per the Bevolking Register. The passenger list does
show an additional Kaldenberg, age 20 who is unidentified. This
person most likely died on the trip. Matthijs also died on the
voyage. The surviving Kaldenbergs settled in Pella, Iowa.
Source: A Genealogy of Kaldenberg Descendants, Family Records
with Biographical and Historical Records by Mrs. Henry Kaldenberg
and all the Kaldenberg cousins. 1974.

Lucas
Pieter and Cori Lucas were emigrating with their six children to Pella, Iowa. Pieter was a shoemaker. Cori was due to
have her seventh child a month after the ship’s scheduled arrival in New York. While at sea, the youngest child, also named
Pieter, came down with cholera. As his mother took care of him
in steerage, father Pieter was struck down by the disease on
deck. He died quickly and his body was thrown overboard before his wife could be notified. All the family money and documents were in his vest, carefully sewn into secret pockets by
his wife. Then little Pieter also died. So Cori arrived in New
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York, having lost a husband, a child, and all the family money and
documents. The ship was late because of the quarantines in
Halifax and New York, so she gave birth alone to her sixth living
child in a train station on the way to Iowa.
Her 13-year-old son, Jan, became the sole support of the
family. He knew a trade, having been pulled out of school "at an
early age" to work as an apprentice in his father's shoe shop.
Here is an extract from his obituary (Alton Democrat, March 3,
1939): "He had been promised by his father that upon arrival at
their American home, he would be allowed to go to school to
continue his studies, but being the oldest in the family, he was
obliged to assume full responsibility for the support of his
widowed mother and the home.
In Pella, he secured immediate
employment in a shoe shop of a
Mr. Jansma."
Cori never remarried,
and lived with her daughters
Cornelia and Nellie. She died
of complications from asthma
in 1901. Jan worked as a shoemaker in Pella for about 15
years, married and started a
family there, then moved to
Alton where he had been offered a job in a shoe store,
worked there for about another 20 years, then chucked it
up to take part-time jobs and
work his truck farm. He died
in 1939 at age 86.
In Pella, Cori put on one side of her tall slim gravestone
“Peter Lucas, died on the ocean.”
Source: Lydia Lucas, Maplewood, MN
Emily Dieleman in The History of Pella, Iowa 1847-1987
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Olivier
Pieter Olivier and his wife Johanna DuHen came from
Heukelom along with adult sons Johannes, Matthijs and Phillipus. Traveling with them was a nephew Willem aged 30. Johanna
died on McNab’s Island while the rest made it safely to Pella.
Source: Muriel Kooi -Pella Chronicle, September 23, 2004

Oosterhuis
Evart Oosterhuis, a single man age 34 from Spijk, Groningen was traveling alone and is not listed on the passenger
list. We learn of him from a letter by passenger Aris Eelman.
Evart died on the voyage. Before dying he gave his watch and a
ten dollar mint coin to Aris and asked him to send it to his father Dirk in Groningen. Aris later wrote his father on Texel
and asked him to send 28 guilden, the value of the watch and
coin, to Dirk. Aris also wrote Dirk himself.
Source: Letter from Aris Jan Eelman to his wife, Tettje Bakker, dated June (July) 8, 1866.

Panis
Hendrik Panis and his family of Strijen planned to emigrate to Pella along with his brother Jan but something happened. The Population Registers show they left with the others
but then they are added back onto the register as new. Probably they were stopped from boarding the ship due to illness in
the family. The youngest child died in May of 1866. His brother Jan is shown on the passenger list traveling alone. After going to Pella, Iowa he settled in Dodge County, Nebraska. The
Hendrik Panis family remained in the Netherlands.
Source: "Netherlands, Census and Population Registers, 1574-1940,"
images, FamilySearch (https://familysearch.org Zuid-Holland > Strijen > Bevolkingsregister 1860-1870 > image 1004 of 1110; regional and
national archives, Netherlands.

Pelicaan
Bart Pelicaan was a single man from Nieuwland in Zuid
Holland. He survived the voyage and settled in Pella, Iowa. In
1867 he married Jacoba Limburg.
Source: Muriel Kooi -Pella Chronicle September 23, 2004.
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Schouwenberg
Jan Schouwenberg and his wife, Anna Wilhelmina Kock
from Heukelum, were traveling to Pella. No record of them
exists here, but according to information received by Calvin
Bandstra from a Dutch researcher Jan died and Anna lived.
Source: Calvin Bandstra, LeMars, Iowa

Spaan
Cornelis Spaan and his wife Geertrui VandeGraan left
Vuuren, Gelderland, with the intention of going to Pella, Iowa.
According to the Emigrant (Landverhuizer) records they took
three children who appear with them on the passenger list.
Dutch records show they had one child who died long before
they left. There are no records of this family after the passenger list. It is likely that all or most of the family perished
on the voyage.
TerLouw
Derk TerLouw had lost his wife in 1855. He and his
daughter Janna were immigrating to Pella, Iowa. However,
there is no record of them making it to America. It is likely
they both perished during the voyage.
VanBruggen
Martin VanBruggen and his wife, Jannigje Dekker of
Strijen, survived along with their daughter Adrianna aged 5,
but they lost their infant, Jannigje 1. They settled in Scott
Township, in Mahaska County, Iowa. Martin had been a laborer
in the Netherlands. They had previously lost a child in the
Netherlands. Not long after arrival, they had a new daughter
born. They named this new child Jannigje after her deceased
sister. The family went by the name VanBrogen in America.
Source: Muriel Kooi—Pella Chronicle, September 23, 2004

VandeKrol
The Geurt (Gerrit) VandeKrol family came from Gelderland. In the Netherlands and on the Landverhuizer records
they are VandenBrinks. On the passenger list and in America
they are VandeKrols. They took the name Krol from the farm
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of the same name in Garderbroek near Barneveld. They had seven children, one of who died before emigration.
Geurt survived the trip, but his wife Willempje VanMiddendorp and their three youngest children died-Willempje age
5, Hendriks age 3, and Willem who was less than one year old.
The surviving members of the family settled in Richland
Township in Mahaska County, Iowa. Geurt married secondly to
Cecilia Tysseling. He died in 1881 at the age of 52. Almost all
people in America named VandeKrol are descended from Geurt.
Source: Marcel van de Krol, Gelderland, Netherlands.

VanDommelen
Hendrik and Jacoba VanDommelen came with their family
of four children under the age of 10. Their destination was
Zeeland, Michigan, Unfortunately, based on the 1870 census
the only child who lived was Maria, age 6. Izaak age 8, may have
even been the first to die on the ship but this can not be determined. Traveling along with them was Jacoba’s sister Huibertje
Korbijn who survived and married in Michigan.
Source: 1870 Census, Ottawa County, State of Michigan.

VanDonkersgoed
Willem van Donkersgoed was born
in 1815, the sixth of twelve children.
He married Gerritje Gielen, an aristocratic lady in 1848. They had three sons
born while living in Putten, Gelderland,
Steven in 1849, Elbert in 1851 and Derk
in 1855. Gerritje died in 1857 leaving
three small sons and her husband.
Berendje van den Brink was a fine
seamstress and did sewing for the palace in Apeldoorn. She became a nursemaid for Willem’s three sons. She was
very kind to the children and Willem
was so impressed with her loving kindness in caring for his boys that he fell
in love with her and they were married
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in Apeldoorn in 1858. Derk became ill and died in 1859 at the
age of four.

Van Donkersgoed farm in Putten, Netherlands

Willem and Berentje were soon blessed with three little
girls. However there was a great deal of social pressure
placed on them because Willem had married the nursemaid of
his children, so they decide to come to America in 1865.
They departed to Liverpool, England, packing all their
belongings, including bedding and clothes together with all
that the law would allow them to take.
On the high seas there was a cholera epidemic aboard
ship. Steven had a bad case but seemed to improve by the
time they reached Nova Scotia. Only those who were able to
walk the gangplank off of the ship were allowed to leave. Berentje worked with Steven to get him in such condition that he
would be able to walk off of the ship. She sponged him, gave
him a toddy, and did everything she could think of, but he
fainted on the gangplank and was forced to return to the ship.
Willem pleaded for them to release his son. They were
angry and said that he could come back the following morning
for his son. He afterwards said that maybe they were angry
with him because he mentioned that the food had not been
very good on the ship. Willem waited on the dock for a long
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time, but he was weak and tired and decided to rest a while.
When he returned to the dock the ship had gone. His son, Steven, was gone and no one ever heard anything from him again.
The weather was very cold and all of their possessions
had been confiscated and burned because of the cholera epidemic. They had only the clothes on their back and their family
Bible. They were a family of more than average circumstances
so they suffered a great loss.
Their youngest little girl, Derkje, became sick and died
while the family was in Halifax, Nova Scotia. The ground was
frozen and they wondered where they could bury their baby
girl. A kind gentleman, whose wife had just died, said that his
wife would love to have a baby in her arms when she was buried,
so that is what they did.
Willem and Berentje took what was left of their family
and settled on a farm in the proximity of Alto, Wisconsin. Willem left the “van” from his name when he came to America.
Source: Story as recorded by the Donkersgoed family.

VanDriel
Arie VanDriel, along with his wife Lijntje Boer came with
their teenage sons Gerrit and Arie. We know from family research that Arie died en route. Lijntje and the boys survived,
settling in Cook County, Illinois. However, Lijntje died that same
year. In the 1870 census the boys are shown living and working
on separate farms. This is the only case of the children living
and the parents both dying on the voyage or soon after.
Source: Ancestry.com Wiltjer Family Tree maintained by Darryl
Wiltjer Sr.

VanLobberecht
Pieter VanLobberecht with his wife Hendrika Kaldenberg
came with their four children from Heukelum. Pieter and his six
-year-old son John came down with cholera and it is likely they
were among those left behind when the healthy people left as
family history says they arrived later.
They were very fortunate as they appear to be one of
only a couple of families who survived intact. Like so many oth64

ers on board, they settled in Pella, Iowa.
Source: A Genealogy of Kaldenberg Descendants, Family Records with
Biographical and Historical Records by Mrs. Henry Kaldenberg and all
the Kaldenberg cousins. 1974.

VanRooden
Anthony VanRooden, a single man from Oosterwijk under
Kedichem came along with his sister Gisbertje and her family,
the DeJongs. His brother Willem had come to Pella in the
spring of 1865 but returned to Oosterwijk in 1869. Anthony
survived the trip and settled in Iowa.
Source: Landverhuizer Records Province Zuid Holland 1866. Mark
DeJong. "Netherlands, Census and Population Registers," Family
Search, Zuid-Holland > Strijen > Bevolkingsregister 1860-1870 > image
286.

VanRyswick
The family of Dirk VanRyswick and Jenneke Olivier came
to America with her parents, Pieter and Johanna, according to
family history. The VanRyswicks had applied for emigration already in 1865 but did not leave until 1866, according to Dutch
records. The Oliviers were definitely on the SS England and so
it is believed the VanRyswicks were also, even though they are
not on the passenger list. The VanRyswicks were fortunate to all
survive the trip and settle in the Pella, Iowa area.
Source: Calvin Bandstra, LeMars, Iowa
Muriel Kooi in the Pella Chronicle September 23, 2004.
VanZanten
Huibertus VanZanten, his wife Wihelmina Schreuders and
their two young children Dirkje and Adriana came from Kedichem in Zuid Holland. They had married in 1864 and were living
on her parents farm. A total of 13 people from Kedichem were
on the voyage. According to a notation in the Landverhuizer
[Emigrant] records in the Netherlands, 7 of them died of cholera during the trip. No record can be found of this family and
almost certainly they all died.
Source: Landverhuizer Records, Province Zuid Holland, 1866.
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Vlaming
Klaas Vlaming came from the island of Texel along with
his cousin and friend Aris Jan Eelman. Klaas was a widower
who had also lost his only child. He had relatives near Noordeloos, Michigan, near Holland in Ottawa County, and was coming to live in that area. His relatives in Michigan included Albert Siersema, Sackom Dogger and Paulus DenBleyker.
Klaas came down with cholera while quarantined on the
McNab’s Island. He was one of the those left behind when the
England was cleared to sail with all the healthy passengers.
Aris was not allowed to stay with him. He gave Aris most of
his meager possessions, but kept his money as it was expected
he would survive. As it turned out, Klaas died during the night
of April 22nd, probably the last one to die on the island. After
he died he was robbed of his money. He was found dead in the
morning of April 23 underneath a sail by Dutchmen from Pella
who were also part of the group left behind.
He was buried on McNab’s Island, probably one of the
few not to be buried in a mass grave.
Source: Letters: Undated (May, 1866) and June (July) 8, 1866 Aris
J. Eelman to his wife Tettje Bakker, in possession of author.
Letters: May 24 and December 14, 1866, Albert Siersema to Paulus
DenBleyker. Courtesy Bentley Historical Collections. Ann Arbor,
Michigan.
____________________
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Appendices
When I received your letter, I started crying for joy because when
I was so sick, I could hardly read it. I was so happy to hear from you.
Aris Jan Eelman, July 8 1866

The appendices consist of letters written in 1866 after
the arrival of Aris Jan Eelman in Michigan. He and his wife
Tettje are pictured above. His first letter, written May 11, the
day he disembarked from the England, is not available. His second letter, written upon arrival in Michigan, is excerpted
throughout the book. His third letter is included in Appendix
C. The first letter included here is an excerpt from a letter by
Albert Siersema, a friend of Aris. He wrote to Paulus DenBleyker in Kalamazoo, Michigan. All three are natives of the island
of Texel in the Netherlands and are related to Klaas Vlaming.
The second letter is from Rev. G.J. Wieringa to Aris on behalf
of Tettje. Wieringa was Tettje’s Reformed Church minister.
Despite having become a Doopegezinde upon marrying Aris, she
went back to her former minister during the crisis. The last
letter is from Tettje Bakker Eelman to Aris shortly before she
left to join him in America. These letters were preserved by
Tessie Luidens Bouma and her daughter Thea VanHalsema and
are now in the author’s possession.
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Appendix A
Noord Holland, Michigan
24 May 1866
Furthermore I can tell you that one of our friends from Texel
has arrived at my house the 17th of this month after an anxious trip,
like one seldom hears of, and which makes things worse, is that he
had to leave our cousin Klaas Vlaming behind, being still seriously ill,
on the Island of Halifax, where he too had to stay for nine days beneath a piece of canvas and where some people spent three nights in
the open air while it was freezing the first night, raining the second,
and during the third night there was falling two feet [should read
inches] of snow, which however in the evening was gone again.
Everyone’s heart has to break, at least if one has got any human feelings, hearing of the misery that happened to them on the
ship and on the island where they mostly were treated like animals.
When they arrived at the island already, 170 persons had died at
sea, out of 88 babies 16 were left, out of 110 Dutch people 68 came
ashore, but if Klaas has died, only 67; 42 people had to go to Pella
(Iowa) and 22 have arrived. Ten or eleven Dutchmen who were still
sick, stayed behind together with Klaas; some of them were already
feeling better than he did, so they promised to look after him, because he was still that weak, that he could barely walk.
The 18th of April the healthy ones had to leave the island
again and the 50 sick ones would go to the hospital-ship that same
day, which remained in the harbor of Halifax, where they met a good
treatment, as those ones testified who had recovered there, or who
had been serving as caretakers. That now holds out some hope yet
and comfort for us as for Klaas. The island is rather far away, as
they had to travel (on the steamer) for another 2 days and 3 nights
yet to arrive at New York, where they had to remain till the 11th of
May. Since they have left Halifax, there have not been any sick people on board, so all healthy people who survived have come ashore.
Out of 1202 passengers nearly a third have died except for the babies, who were not included. Aris Eelman also arrived at our place in
good health and it doesn’t fall short of his expectations but for now
it comes up to his expectations and he would like to buy a good piece
of land in the settlement . Cunningly and prudently he managed to get
his goods as well Klaas’s this way but since he left Klaas April 18 we,
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neither from private letters nor from newspapers, heard anything
about the sick people. We already sent letters to the hospital-ship
of Halifax.
For the rest I don’t know of anything special to write yet except for having heard that also a cousin of mine has come to this
place, but I haven’t seen her yet. Further, Sakom and Duim are doing well. Our kind regards to all of you and remember us to widow
Hoek and children, asking you to read this letter to her too.
We also ask you for an early reply to whether this letter arrived in good shape. For the rest I wish all of you and ourselves to
meet with that comfort by which we can live and die blessedly.
Sincerely, your brother-in-law,
Albert Siersema
[The following is a note from Aris Eelman to Paulus DenBleyker

which was appended to the letter from Albert to Paulus.]
Dear friend,

As I have arrived at this place, I now seize the opportunity to
let you know that old P. Langeveld sends you his compliments.
At the time I left Texel, he was still in good health and he
could go wherever he liked. Pieter Kuiper van de Waal also sends his
compliments. I am doing well, but I haven’t heard anything yet from
my friend Klaas Vlaming since April 18. I left him on the Island of
Halifax that day. In my opinion he was getting better, but (he was)
that weak, that he couldn’t go by himself. And I wrote to him already
the .. of May, but I haven’t got any answer yet, so I am starting to
fear.
Sincerely, A. Jz Eelman

[Courtesy Bentley Historical Collections. Ann Arbor, Michigan.]
This is an excerpt from a letter dated December 14, 1866
from Albert Siersema in Noordeloos, Michigan to Paulus
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DenBleyker in which he updates Paulus on their common relative Klaas Vlaming who was left behind sick at Halifax when
the other passengers proceeded on to New York City. See also
the previous letter.
Aris Eelman and his wife and children are doing well too and
are rather contented and they don’t regret yet being here. Since I
have written to you the last time, we also got further notice here
from Pella about Klaas Vlaming; namely that he died in the night between April 22 and 23. He really passed away in miserable circumstances; while the Dutchmen who were somewhat taking care of him
during the day, left him alone at night; so they found him dead in the
morning and (he had been) already robbed of the valuable things he
still had with him. His money he still had, because he had some hopes
to recover. Anyhow a horrible situation, to die this way, abandoned
by everyone, alone, beneath a piece of canvas. When we‘ll see or hear
anything new from the family now, Sakom will write to you soon.
Write back to us soon too. Our kind regards, especially to you and
your wife and children.
Sincerely yours, with good wishes,
brother-in-law Albert Siersema.

Appendix B
This is a letter from Rev. G. J. Wieringa, written for Tettje
Eelman when she first received news that her husband Aris
was alive in America after the cholera epidemic on the steamboat England on which he traveled.
To Aris Eelman:

Texel (Den Hoorn)

1 June 1866
Your letter written on May 11 was received by your wife in
the best of health on May 29. She is so overjoyed with the heartwarming news of your recovery that at the moment she is not in a
state to organize her thoughts on paper. You will understand this if
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I say that to her it is as if you have risen from the dead.
That is why, at the request of your wife, I, Dominie
Wieringa, am sharing with you how your wife in recent days has
lived between hope and fear, so that you may feel how deeply her
heart now is filled with the melody of thanksgiving: “Praise! Praise
the Lord, my soul!”
You need to know that the Amsterdam newspaper of April
22nd brought us the telegraphed news that the steamboat
“England”, with twelve hundred passengers out of Liverpool to New
York, because of the outbreak of cholera had put in the harbor of
Halifax with a great number of dead. You had not written to say on
which steamboat you were leaving Liverpool, but the date of your
leaving here seemed to indicate that you would be found on board
the England. It speaks for itself that this above all caused anxiety
for your wife, and she tried to confirm this from the Messrs. Wambersie and Son in Rotterdam. She also read in the (Den) Helder paper a news item that there was cholera among the immigrants from
Liverpool to New York, but there she read that it was on a ship, and
you had told her you were going by boat, but because she read
about a ship, she wasn't concerned about you, for she knew you had
left by boat.
Above all, you had said to her that it might be Pentecost before you could write a letter to her. Until that time she needed to
keep up her courage. But now that time neared, and in the meantime we became more and more certain….that, in any case, you were
on one of the boats which had cholera, either on the Virginia, or, as
seemed more likely, on the England. The papers reported from time
to time how many victims and deceased there were. How probable
it was, she thought, that you also were among the patients or the
deceased, and that any day she would receive news of your death.
The apprehension about this was so common here that I determined
on the Sunday before Pentecost to speak calmly and seriously with
your wife about human frailty and mortality in general and to remind her of the grace of God, which so often is revealed to us also
in suffering and disasters. I reminded her of the way of salvation,
revealed to us by the blood of the cross, through passion to glory,
in order that in this she might find the strength to bear the sorrow
if perhaps Providence had chosen you too to die (sentences here
about faith in times of happiness and death, about the blood of the
cross and holding onto what she has learned as one of the elect in
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times of happiness and even when they are brought into the presence of death.
I the more so felt obliged to do this because the general fear
of your death could not any longer be kept from her and a thoughtless remark about it of some one or other would have shocked her
too badly. It speaks for itself that I did not see her show bitter
sadness that the cholera flourished on the boats and that she also
could have been on one of them. But to my great joy I could see
that even in this hard trial your wife held on to her faith and was
strengthened by it.
How good it was to have spoken with her about death, I
thought, when the postman met me and confirmed that a letter had
come to D. A. Leijen about your travel companion Vlaming, telling
that he already had succumbed. Now the news (also) of your death
spread everywhere. Fortunately I could speedily contradict this, or
your wife would have …..? = for it also had reached your wife already.
When Pentecost day came and went, and one day after another passed with no letter from you, you can understand that your wife
could no longer avoid the truth. She was sure that you were on the
boat she feared, in the middle of the raging cholera. Whether you
were suffering from it, or perhaps already had succumbed, (well) she
hoped, she fervently prayed: "no", but actually she very much feared
(the answer) "Yes". She told me that she could no longer plan on
your being alive.
So now you can imagine how it was for her yesterday when
she saw the postman coming with a letter. What would it be? Was
it news of death or life? It was a letter from you with news that you
were safe. And now you yourself can sense, better than I can write
it to you, how happy, how thankful she was. That same feeling of
thankfulness is realized in you as you know with certainty that your
wife, who in her days of testing lived and prayed for you, now also
realizes with you how rich the thankfulness is. This is the sharing
between husband and wife in happiness and pain, with the happiness
increased and the pain diminished. Therefore at her request I have
willingly attempted to give you an orderly report of the hope and the
fear through which she has lived, and the wavering she was experiencing until your letter came.
I also need to report to you, in case you do not know it, that
as long as the cholera lingers here in Holland, then the English advise
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that they will not receive any immigrants who want to go from Holland
to New York. In Rotterdam there has been cholera for all of five
weeks. Elsewhere in our fatherland a few instances (have) occurred.
We will hope for the best. Perhaps the ban of England until this fall
will be retracted. Although I do not know you, and perhaps you know
me only a little, yet I wish you from the heart God’s best blessings.
Farewell,
Your servant, Rev. G.J. Wieringa

Appendix C
A letter from Aris Jan Eelman at North Holland, Michigan, to
his wife Tettje Bakker on the island of Texel, dated 8 June,
1866. However, the correct date must be July 8. It was written
after Aris received the prior letter from Rev. Wieringa. This is
the third letter Aris wrote back to his wife.
North Holland, 8 June 1866
Much beloved wife and children,
I hope that you receive this letter in health and well-being.
Through God’s goodness, I can tell you the same about me. I received
your letters and saw with intense happiness that you all were healthy,
through the Lord’s blessing. Your letters were a balm for my soul,
dear wife, because I have an intense longing for all of you – for you
and my dear children. Oh, my beloved wife, I have understood and
read on account of your letter and also on the letter that Dominie
Wieringa wrote, that you had an awful time and I knew this and on account of this, I write as often as I can. This is the first time I can
write because in Halifax they wouldn’t take any letters and when we
got to New York we were in quarantine and we couldn’t get any mailings off there either. I wrote a letter to Albert and a letter for you
because I did not know at that time when we would get off the boat.
The letter to Albert you probably received this and maybe a week later, the letter from me.
My dear wife, you wrote that you already figured you would
not hear from me again and that I did not think you could write such a
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thing to me. My dear wife, when I lay down with cholera, then I
thought too, it comforted me that we had such a good life together,
that we could always understand each other and I always prayed to
the Lord with thankfulness that he would open up a way and now we
can write each other and think about each other and we cannot
thank the Lord enough that he made me better and now again, my
dear wife, that I could be here with the people here – they took me
in like a parent takes his child and they are really good people and
then also I got a letter from you here with the happy news that everything was well. We cannot take those things for granted. The Lord
is full of grace and goodness and let us forget not one of his little
deeds towards us and he has everything in his hands.
th
Dear wife, when I received your letter, it was the 28
of
rd
June. It came to the post office here in Holland on the 23
, but
here we have no home delivery and we have to get our mail from the
post office. The neighbors do those errands for each other, but
sometimes the letters lay a few days. We live in North Holland and
we have to get our mail from Holland . Whoever comes to town asks
for letters for this area. I have been sick. I went well to bed and in
the morning I had fever and an awful pain in my right leg and it got
so bad that Albert and myself did not dare to let it go. Albert went
for me to town to the doctor and he said if the fever did not get
down, and since the leg was twice as big as normal, and I got medicine for [30…. Some type of dollar amount?] and some cream to keep
the leg wet and I did that the whole week, but I cannot walk on it.
It does go down, though and it looks almost like my other leg and I
don’t have as much pain anymore when I sit down. I do have some
boils on it and now it starts draining, but otherwise I’m alright. I
like to eat and drink and if everything goes well, tomorrow I will go
to work again. It did cost me 1 and a half dollars.

When I received your letter, I started crying for joy because when I was so sick, I could hardly read it. I was so happy to
hear from you. You write that I should look out and you can be assured that I do that, but you must not think that it takes nothing to
start farming here. It is true that it is here 10 times better than in
the Netherlands, no it is 100 times better here than in the Netherlands. Here, there is room. And it isn’t that the Lord cannot bless us
in the Netherlands, but I look for the day when you will come here
too. I know that I bought very good land here. Some of it is woods,
but that is not too bad. If Jacob comes along and I stay healthy, we
can clear that up too. Here there are people who have been here a
year or so and started with nothing, and now they have places which
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are worth at least 6000 - 7000 dollars. In short, all who have come
here and are prudent and will work, they are on a good footing here.
They are well-to-do now, but that wasn’t so in the beginning. Then
they had a hard time because they could not buy what they wanted
and what they bought they could not sell. They couldn’t buy plows in
the beginning, or other tools, and whatever you could get it was oh
so expensive.
Much has changed here. The land is about 3 times as high as
years ago. And what does it help me if I have [1000 bunders?] if I
have no plow and no horses and what would it help me if I could start
farming and there was no market for my products? Things simply
didn’t work out and that is the way it was here years ago. But that is
different now. Who comes here and has some money – he can buy
land and it is good here.
I, for myself, know that the Lord gave me the grace that you
may come here healthy with my dear children and Jacob, the boy, he
doesn’t know what he says when he says he’d rather not go to America – a hired man in Texel is better than an independent farmer in a
free land. The freedom that we have here doesn’t exist in the Netherlands and it suits me very well. And also, there is law and order in
the land. I hope I have the privilege, that you, my dear wife, and my
children, and Jacob and father, come here. But, if father comes,
then I think that Gerrit should pay the passage. And then I will
take care of him as long as he lives and he shall have a good home
with me. And you know how I always took care of father. Let Gerrit
know this. But one other thing, if I may see the day that you, my
dear wife and children, who are so close to my heart, if you come
with the children here under God’s blessing, then you know you will
have it much better here. Here I can be an independent farmer and
that I could not be in Texel. There I even had trouble to stay an
honest man. I mean the independence that I can have here – I do
not have to look at somebody’s eyes if it suits him. Here, as over
there, I have to depend on the Lord. That I have learned already.
And for Jacob and the children, they are much better off
here. And there is not so much the temptation to go into a tavern
and to go to worldly amusements. The church services are much better here than by you. People stay people with all their shortcoming,
but faith and trust in the Lord is here fully as good as back home. It
is too bad that I have to write this. It is a shame for myself and for
my people and for the place where I grew up. The sinful life that
Marretge Piet talked about, I don’t believe a thing of it. There is no
truth about it. I always thought it wasn’t true. In general, you meet
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people here who are honest and upright. And the services are not
pregnant with the new spirit of our time. People fear the Lord here
with joy of their hearts. People are really open with each other and
people accept each other as brothers and sisters in the Lord. The
churches are marked by the fruit of the spirit who comes forth out
of faith. Again, as I said, life is to my liking here.
Not that I have, as Paul said, obtained perfection. I still
struggle to achieve that goal. I have good days and bad days. But
the Lord will lead me and he knows what is best for me and he will
not let the work of his hands go. Then we all travel to eternity and
we have to hear his voice and leave things over to him – whatever
ways he will take with us. If we only thought about those things
somewhat more, than each of us would have a much better Christian life.
Dear wife, I know that I am always in your thoughts and you
are always in mine, too. I hope that you will come soon. I hope that
you come here with a steam ship or another ship. Maybe Gerrit can
contact a Dutch captain in NeuenDiep. I heard that millers in the
Netherlands don’t have that much to work. Just take Jay Roeper
Kz. along. I promised him that he could earn the money that I will
loan him here again. I am eager to know how it went with the Easter
vacation of those people. Those people had paper tickets and paid
for them here. And we heard here already afterwards, that no immigrants could come with the steam ship from England. How that
now shall if they still come from England or if they get their money
back.
They also had a letter for me. It was a check for 25 guilden
and that is what the people gave me. Then I wrote my father. I
had 28 guilden from Evert Oosterhuis. I had as a receipt, a ten dollar mint and his watch which were together worth 28 guilden. I
asked my father if he would be so good as to send this to his father. The man’s name is Dirk Oosterhuis. He lives in Spyk in Groningen [in the Netherlands]. This Evert died of the cholera. I will
write this man myself, too.
Then I have other sorrowful news also. I heard this week
that Klaas Vlaming died. We left him in Halifax. I am so sorry that
I have to tell you this and I hope the Lord took him to himself. I
did for him what I could, but I couldn’t do any more. It was very
hard for me to leave him there, but I had to go on. If there were
children who were sick, the father or mother could stay with him,
but both – they wouldn’t allow that, either. I have Klaas’s luggage
here, but the money is gone that he had on him because he figured
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he would get better and would need it. I had always hoped he would
come here soon, but now we got the message that he is gone. I will
leave no leaf unturned to learn how he died and how things went. I
got this message from people in Pella (Iowa). I had written them
and inquired about him. Those people got off the ship 11 days after
us. They wrote me that Klaas and others had died. I will write again
to Pella to find out the day Klaas died and also, if he gave them
some money. I know their address. Klaas had told me that if he didn’t get better that I should give his clothing and everything else he
had to Albert Siersema and Sackom Dogger. So that is for those
people.
No, my dear wife, when you come, don’t take more stuff
along than what is necessary. Just sell your gold and silver, but
keep your head jewelry and some clothing. But you can keep or sell
as you please. Be so good and buy 4 pair of little earrings if you can
buy them for about 7 or 8 guilden per pair. And also buy for yourself a Psalm book with 2 locks. And for Etje and Marretje, each a
pair of copper earrings because here they do not wear gold or silver. A few wear broaches here and there. Otherwise, the costume
here is exactly as in Texel. Then bring also a Psalter Hymn book or
two because here they are quite expensive. I have to say that I
found out that A. Siersema wrote about the winter is the solid
truth.
You better write me soon. And I will write you soon back,
too. Greetings, and please greet the children for me and say that
their father thinks about them, and about you, my dear wife.
Your loving husband, A. Eelman.
Greet friends and my brothers for me.

[see letters from Albert Siersema for the reply Aris got
from Pella regarding Klaas.]
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Appendix D
A letter from Tettje Eelman to her husband Aris in Michigan.
Den Hoorn on Texel, 30 August 1866
Beloved husband and friends, I hope you will receive these
letters in health, which we also possess through God’s grace. That is
already something, my dear, although all of our children have had
some bad diarrhea, with pain inside and yes, a lot in their heads also.
They say it is cholera. Not many are dying of it here yet. But, dear
one, south of us it is terrible, in (North) Holland, ah, by the thousands, yes, by millions they are surrounded with the sickness and
the war everywhere. In Nieuwediep only 6 or 7 have died. In Zant
it does not seem to be cholera.
Many died in Amsterdam, they
write, the number unknown, and in Rotterdam a growing number also.
Leijden, Zwolle, Kampen, Meppel. Oh, my dear, the whole of Friesland, Overyssel, Gelderland also, in a word - everywhere.
Dear one, I received your letter with great joy when I came
out of church Sunday. I was feeling sad because it took so long – it
was just five weeks after the other letter also came on Sunday. We
had prayer day here. You can imagine, beloved husband that these
circumstances weigh heavily on me, but, dear one, the Lord, he helps
me. I pray for his help and presence because I need it. He does
not refuse any praying heart. Oh, his burden is light for those who
patiently carry his cross – which I have found in this ordeal. We
may also give him our burdens and say “Your will be done.” I have
done that with his help, because without him we cannot do anything.
The flesh is weak, sometimes it resists, for a human being is not an
angel. I must stay in the will of the Lord and trust.
Oh, dear husband, I so much wish that I were with you, with
our children. It is sad now to take leave here, but that is how it is.
The Lord can protect us everywhere, and I cannot stay here for the
winter because of that. I pray that he will lead me and give me his
heavenly advice. That is my comfort, because he is the one who can
supply our need. I do not know if this will all work out, because a
man proposes but God controls his ways . I feel dependent – we all
are – but if it is his good pleasure I will come to be with you, because he has it in his power. Dear husband, we walk as an ox to the
axe - now in health, and then suddenly gone. Ah, what is a human
being worth when the country is afflicted like this! We have never
lived before with the things that are going on now.
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Dear husband, I report to you that travel to England and
Glasgow is closed to passengers. I had a letter from Pieter Kooning
saying I could come via Antwerp, but then I needed to arrange that
I would be in Antwerp by the 15th of August. I would have done
that, but I wanted first to have a letter from you, so I could not
make a decision at that time. And that is good because now Captain
Kuyper has been in Amsterdam, and made a reservation with the
agents there, who say that I must go via Hamburg where there are
weekly opportunities now. Kuyper will write them and then I would
need to go first to Amsterdam, and then by steamboat to Hamburg.
That costs 14 guilders each, he said, with food included, and the trip
is 35 hours, and that I want to do. A boat leaves the 17th of August.
So I need to be in Hamburg the 15th and should leave from here the
10th or 11th. And so, dear husband, you can calculate things a little.
In Hamburg there is no sickness yet, but in Antwerp it is bad. So
time is running short. It is now the 30th and we have to leave on the
10th. It will soon be fall, and I am not with you yet. Kuyper wrote
just today to Amsterdam so that when I arrive there, I will certainly
go the next day to Hamburg, and then just in time for the boat . If
all this works out, I will write you again in a day or two.
Now I must write to Father Eelman, to see whether he can
arrange that I have a thousand guilders. Time is short. I was there
yesterday and said that I…(missing) … and if another letter still
comes during this time we will have to see (what to do), but to get
that much money by then …. You better not try to answer this letter.
I still wait for a letter in response to mine - you should have received two from me. Dear husband, if you received these, I will know
that it is joyful news so far. Ah, pray to the Lord for me, and for
you, that he will protect me from such a journey as you had. You
were alone, but I come with three children.
Now, dear one, if this reaches you, I hope that, as God protects us, to be with you in 14 days, dear husband and father. I wish
you from my heart….all that you need. Give greetings to those good
people from me and from parents, brothers and sisters, uncles and
aunts, and I remain your loving wife.I have sent the letter(s) to
Oosterend. It makes me so sad about Klaas. I think a lot about him,
the delivery and the rush with his suitcases, and handling things as
brothers. Tettje, he said, “we will be near and will stay together. “
And now gone - that is a shock for me. He meant so much to us and
we always consulted together about everything. It comes over me
that this is done, the more because he was always with us.
[the rest of letter missing]
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Sources:
The primary sources for determining who the Dutch passengers on the
SS England were the passenger list itself and the Netherlands, Census
and Population Registers, 1574-1940 for the provinces of Zuid Holland
and Gelderland. They are available on line at the Family Search website
listed below. Also valuable were the Landverhuizer (emigrant) records
for the same provinces available at the Archives at Calvin College and
Seminary in Grand Rapids, Michigan.
The primary source for details regarding the Dutch in particular during
the journey were the letters of Aris Jan Eelman, his wife Tettje Bakker
Eelman and Rev. G.J.Wieringa. Originals of these letters are in the author’s possession. Copies and translations are available as part of the
Dutch Immigrant Letter Collection at Archives at Calvin College and
Seminary in Grand Rapids, Michigan. These were supplemented by the
letters written by a good friend of Aris named Albert Siersema. Albert
wrote to Paulus DenBleyker in Kalamazoo, Michigan. These letters are
available at the Bentley Historical Collections in Ann Arbor, Michigan.
Translations by Janny Haan, Janet Sheeres and Thea VanHalsema are
included here in the appendices.
Information regarding the trip from Rotterdam to Hull came from the letters of Teunis VandenHoek which are also part of the Dutch Immigrant
Letter collection. These were used in the publication Origins, Historical
Magazine of the Archives, Calvin College and Seminary, Volume II, Issue 1, 1984 Crossing of the Atlantic by H. J. Brinks, pages 2-5.
The book Death Ship of Halifax Harbour by Steven Laffoley was extremely useful for details regarding the stay in Halifax. It contains much
information from local and international newspapers as well as the correspondence of officials in Halifax.
The book History of Pella, 1847-1987 Curtis Media Corp (1988) provides
documentation on a number of families and the family legends maintained by the Lucas family. Also helpful was the Souvenir History of Pella 1847 – 1922, complied by The Booster Press, G.A. Stout, Publisher in
Pella, IA in 1922.
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Websites:
http://members.iquest.net/~joemilr/england SS England website
http://www.schalifax.ca/pages/heritage-stories.html Sisters of Charity.
http://www.annefield.net Healy Family website
http://www.ancestry.com Genealogical records including family trees.
http://www.wiewaswie.nl Dutch vital records
https://familysearch.org Genealogical records.
https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/Category:Public_domain
domain images
http://www.delpher.nl/nl/kranten/
http://www.findagrave.com/

Public

Dutch historical newspapers on-line.

Pictures of cemetery stones.

http://www.mindspring.com/~mark.dejong/ DeJong family history.
https://www.genealogieonline.nl/en/stamboom-van-de-krol van de Krol
family history.
Newspapers:
Pella Chronicle September 23, 2004 “The SS England” by Muriel Kooi.
New York Times May 19, 1866 “The Steamship England” by Ambrose
Martin.
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Back cover: The grave of Dr. John Slayter in Camp Hill Cemetery
Halifax, Nova Scotia, Canada.
Inscription:
"This Memorial is erected by the Mayor and Aldermen of the City of Halifax to mark the estimation entertained by the citizens for the herioc conduct of John Slayter, M.D., late Health Officer for this Port, who while in
the discharge of his duty on board the steamship England in quarantine in
the harbour of Halifax fell a victim to cholera. April 17th 1866 in the 36th
year of his age." The inscription is now unreadable. Transcript from
"Halifax Heroes" by W. B. Wallace, Canadian Magazine, v. 5, 1895.
Photo by Joyce Wylie.

